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INTRODUCTION 
Geoffrey Chaucer and William Shakespeare, the prime 
literary figures of the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries, 
although two centuries apart, both chose to write on the 
classical Troilus and Cressida theme. Although it is 
Chaucer's version of the story which has received the 
admiration and the praise of most scholars and critics, 
while Shakespeare's treatment has been overlooked by many, 
there is much in Shakespeare's drama that upholds the 
dramatists reputation as an interpreter of human nature. 
It is not the purpose of this thesis to choose the 
better of the two versions; it is, however , the purpose to 
study the differences of their history , their treatment of 
mood, c h aracters, plot , technique, and to d e fend or challenge 
the conclusions and the theories of the critics mentioned 
in this thesis. A study has been made of all articles in 
the literary and learned journals and the critical texts 
pertaining to these two works, and an attempt to set forth 
the major criticism in an interesting and informative 
manner has been made . 
An event-by-event and comparative textual study is 
included for the purpose of making the minute differences in 
plot development lucid. Personal observations are cited 
throughout this section . 
For convenience, the characters' names have been spelled 
consistently, for the most part following Shakespeare's spellin • 
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I 
THE HISTORY OF THE TROILUS-CRESSIDA STORY 
The Troilus-Cressida story did not begin with Chaucer, 
and it did not end with Shakespeare. The story has a long 
and interesting history. A study of the Troilus-Cressida 
history reveals the different treatments of the story that 
Chaucer, Shakespeare, and other authors have used. 
The name of Troilus, the hero , is believed to have 
been found in Homer 's Iliad. Homer mentions Troilus, the son 
of Priam, only once. Cressida is not mentioned at all by 
Homer ; her name is probably derived either from Chryseis, the 
daughter of Chryses, a priest of Apollo or from Briseis , the 
beautiful captive of Achilles. Mediaeval readers made three 
objections to Homer 's account of the Trojan war : first, he 
represents the gods fighting with the men ; second, he sides 
with the Greeks and thus is unfair to the Trojans, who at 
that time were believed to be the ancestors of the peoples 
of Western Europe ; third, he could not have been an eye-
witness of the events he described because he was born a 
1 i 
hundred years after the great hosts met in battle. h 
From the mediaeval point of view, a more reliable history 
of the Trojan war than Homer's version is the De Excidio I
I 
Trojae Historia by Dares the Phrygian. Dares' book is pre- I 
faced by a letter which is supposed to have been written by 
1 
R. K. Gordon, The Story of Troilus, pp. 3-22. 
1 
Cornelius Nepos in the sixth century, A. D. Cornelius states 
that he found the book in Athens and translated it from the 
Greek into the Latin. He adds that Dares lived in Troy 
during the siege and wrote from first-hand knowledge. In 
this history, Dares mentions three characters of the Troilus-
Cressida story: "Troilum, Diomedem, and Briseida.m. 11 He 
describes the appearance and character of Briseidam, but does 
2 
not link her with Troilum or Diomedem by any story. 
Another reliable history , according to the mediaeval 
reader, is a Latin prose work, Ephemeris Belli Troiani 
by Dictys Cretensis. This version relates the Greek side of 
the battle, while Dares' version gives the Trojan side. 
Vf.hen an earthquake broke open Dictys' tomb during Nero's 
reign, the book was rescued and Nero had it transcribed 
into Greek and placed in a library. Septimius found it and 
translated it into Latin. Dictys' Ephemeris like Dares' 
Trojae Historia is introduced with a letter from Lucius Sep-
timius to Quintus Aradius. In the book, Dictys writes that 
he was with t h e Greeks at the siege of Troy, and that he 
supplemented what he saw for himself by questioning others. 
Dictys does not mention any of the characters found in the 
Troilus-Cressida story; nevertheless, Dictys is mentioned 
by Chaucer as a reference for those who are interested in 
reading about the Trojan war. 
2 
Ibid., xii. 
2 
3 
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The idea of connecting Troilus and Cressida by a love 
affair was invented by Benoit de Sainte-Maure in his Roman 
~ Troie, which is based chiefly on Dares and in a less 
degree on Dictys. In this book, Benoit rejects Homer's 
account of the battle of Troy and praises Dares' account. 
Benoit wrote his Roman de Troie about 1160, six centuries 
after Dares and Dictys. His story of Troilus and Cressida 
does not begin until the lovers are about to be separated. 
Their happiness prior to this time is implied but not des-
cribed and the sorrows of Troilus before he wins his lady 
are not even implied. The love story is only a small part 
of the Roman de Troie. It is not told in a continuous 
episode; it consists of several passages interrupted by 
descriptions of battle and other matters. 
About a hundred years later (1287) Guido delle Colonne 
put Benoit into Latin prose in his Historia Trojana. He 
is another historian mentioned by Chaucer. Guido cites 
Dares and Dictys as his sources but makes no mention of 
Benoit, even though there are passages and incidents that 
prove he made use of Benoit also. Guido's history was 
accepted as the standard work on the subject of the Trojan 
war. 
The love story was further developed by Boccaccio in his 
ll Filostrato who used Benoit and Guido as sources. The 
proem to ll Filostrato is written in letter form. A 
forlorn lover wishes to find relief in telling of another 
--- ---=====-~~~==~~======~~---~ 
love story similar to his own. There is no story better 
suited to help him express his own grie£ than the story o£ 
Troilus. The lover is hoping that these rhymes will be 
received by his lady and that they will cause her to return 
or to give some evidence that she loves him. 
In Boccaccio, the episode in Benoit is the central 
theme; the relations o£ Cressida to Troilus is emphasized; 
Briseida becomes Criseida and also a widow. Pandaro is the 
go-between. Boccaccio completes the story started by Benoit 
by telling o£ the love o£ Troilus and Cressida be£ore their 
parting. Troilus' grie£ a£ter losing his mistress is also 
related by Boccaccio. Criseida is charming, voluptuous, and 
calculating, and Pandaro, cousin o£ Criseida, uses his o££ices 
to secure her love for Troilus. The poem reflects the manners 
of Neapolitan society in the fourteenth century with medieval-
3 
love conventions controlling the action. 
Chaucer's poem, Troilus ~ Criseyde, written fifty years 
later (1382), was based upon Boccaccio, with rome details 
£rom Benoit and Guido. Chaucer's changes involve transforming 
Boccaccio's Pandaro into the humorous, elderly, worldly, 
kindly, but immoral Pandarus, uncle to Criseyde. Criseyde, 
the character most profoundly altered, was subtly and com-
plexly characterized, and m such a degree that critics 
3 
William Witherle Lawrence, Shakespeare's Problem 
Comedies, p. 145 f. 
4 
still differ in their estimates of her. Troilus remained 
essentially what Boccaccio had made him. 
Chaucer has added to the Boccaccio story two extended 
episodes of his own invention: the scene laid at the house 
of Deiphobus, where Cressida is brought to the feigned sick-
bed of Troilus; and the more elaborate scene of the supper 
at the house of Pandarus, which ends in the union of the 
lovers. Entirely Chaucer's own is the scene in Cressida's 
garden where the heroine is musing on her new-found love. 
About 1412, John Lydgate imitated Guido in his ~­
Book, and in 1474, William Caxton followed with The Recuyell 
of ~ Historyes of Troye. In 1501, Gavin Douglas referred 
to the lovers as "Trew Troilus, vnfai thfull Cressida." 
Chaucer's story bad begun to be treated as a burlesque by 
1507. Cressida became a debased, loose woman in Robert 
Henryson 1 s Testament of Creseyde, an original sequel to 
Chaucer's poem in which Cressida admits that she is a wanton. 
Henryson continues the story after Cressida's betrayal 
of Troilus. Cressida, in distress, goes to her father, priest 
of the temple of Venus. He receives her kindly, offering 
her cold comfort. One day in the temple, she blasphemes the 
god of love. Instantly she falls down in a swoon and in a 
vision hears herself condemned by a conference of the gods. 
She awakes to find herself a leper. She is secretly conducted 
by her father to the lazar-house. Here, she lives among 
11 others similarly afflicted and begs with them in the streets. 
- - - --- - - *-
5 
One day as Troilus passes in the streets, the lepers approach 
him to beg for alms. The eyes of Troilus and Cressida meet 
but neither recognizes the other. Troilus flings a purse 
of gold to Cressida, obviously stirred by memories. [hen 
Cressida discovers who he is, in a fit of sorrow, she 
bequeathes to Troilus a ruby ring which he had given her--
and then she dies. Troilus falls in a swoon when he hears 
the news. The following epitaph is laid on Cressida's tomb 
by Troilus: 
"To ladyes fair, Cresseid of Troyis toun, 
wrote: 
Sumtyme countit the flour of womanheid 4 
Under this stane, lait lepper, lyis deid." 
John Skelton scoffed even at Troilus, and about Cressida 
11 She was moch to blame 
Disparaged is her fame, 
And b lemys shed is re r name." 
In 1565, a professional versifier wrote a coarsely 
humorous ballad on the lovers. The ballad followed Chaucer 
in every particular. It was not improbable tl'a t Shakespeare 
heard this ballad sung about the streets of London. Just as 
Henryson did, George Whetstone showed Cressida as a strumpet 
5 
even while she was carrying on her love affair with Troilus. 
Whetstone's Rock of Regard concludes the history of Troilus 
4 
Gerald Bullett, "The Fortunes of Cressida," pp. 361-363. ' 
5 
Hyder E. Rollins, "The Troilus-Cressida Story from 
Chaucer to Shakespeare," pp. 383-429. 
1 
!I 
ll 
6 
and Cressida up to Shakespeare, who, with his play (1599-1602), 
pulled Cressida partly out of the mire in which his predeces-
6 
sors had placed her . 
Shakespeare was familiar with both Caxton and Lydgate. 
It is probable that Shakespeare's ultimate source, however, 
was Caxton. There is no material in Shakespeare 's Troilus 
that is not in Caxton; there is matter in the play and the 
Recuyell that is not in the Troy Book. Cressida 1 s hospitable 
welcome by the Greek warriors in Shakespeare's Act IV, Scene 
v is similar to Caxton 1 s treatment of the same incident. 
But the most conclusive evidence that proves that Caxton must 
have been the ultimate source of the play is in the second 
half of Act IV, Scene v when Hector and Ajax meet. Hector , 
giving his reasons for wishing to end the combat, says: 
"Thou art, great lord, my father's sister's son, 
A cousin-german to great Priam's seed." 
IV, v, 11. 120-121. 
There is a verbal likeness to Caxton: 
"Thelamon Ayax that was sone of kynge thelamon 
And exione And was cosyn g ermayn of hector •••• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
And therby hector knew that ~e was his cosyn 
germaine sone of his aunte." 
Lyd ate merely calls Ajax "cousin". hile the word 
german occurs once or twice elsewhere in Shakespeare in the 
6 
In 1679, Dryden resurrected the play with Troilus and 
Cressida, or Truth Found Too Late. ---
7 - ----
Elizabeth Stein, "Caxton 1 s Recuyell and Shakespeare's 
Troilus," pp. 144-146. 
7 
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sense of relation or cousin, inasmuch as cousin-german is 
found only in the Troilus, the resemblance to Caxton is 
significant. 
The principal material in Shakespeare that is also found 
in Chaucer's version is the character of Pandarus, the love 
affair (also in Caxton), and the challenge of Hector in Act I. 
The following incidents Shakespeare drew from Caxton's 
Historyes: 
Act I 
Act II 
Act III 
Act IV 
Act V 
8 
1. The love affair also in Chaucer 
2. The ruse of Ulysses, the dramatic device on 
which the structure hangs, is an invention of 
the dramatist, based upon a hint in Homer 
as to the lots proposed by Nestor which 
fell to Ajax. The character of Thersites 
was borrowed from Chapman. 
1. The discussion of the Trojans 
2. Troilus's decisive speech modified to suit 
another occasion 
3. The prophecies of Cassandra. 
1. The return of Cress ida to her father 
2. Achilles's messages from and to Polyxena. 
1. Diomedes' love-making while escorting Cressida 
2. Her welcome by the Greek chiefs 
3. The combat of Ajax and Hector and Hector's 
leniency to him as a cousin 
4. Hector 's visit to Achilles and their talk. 
1. Diomedes' fi f-ht with Troilus and bis success 
with Cressida 
2 . The presentiments of Andromache and Cassandra 
3. Details of t he closing battles of Hector and 
Achilles, including the peculiar death of 8 Hector attributed in Caxton to Troilus. 
II 
Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. pub., The Tragedie of Troylus jl 
and Cressida, p. 139 f. 
8 
II 
A COMPARATIVE TEATUAL STUDY OF THE Tv 0 ~WRKS 
One of the differences between the two Troilus-Cressida 
stories becomes clear as soon as we read the opening verses of 
Chaucer's proem to Book I and the Prologue of Shakespeare's 
play. Chaucer is going to tell a love story, while Shake-
speare is going to dramatize a war story and a love story. 
Chaucer states his theme and his purpose when he asks aid 
of Thesiphone: 
"The double sorwe of Troilus to tellen, 
That was the kyng Priamus sone of Troye, 
In lovynge, how his aventures fallen 
Fro wo to wele, and after out of joie, 
My purpos is, er that I parte from ye." 
B. I, 11. 1-5. 
Shakespeare states his war theme in his Prologue: "In Troy, 
there lies the scene." He continues by picturing the Greeks 
with sixty-five ships heading for Troy hoping to ransack the 
city because Menelaus' queen, the beautiful Helen, has been 
serving as mistress to Paris, son of Priam. Shakespeare then 
informs his readers that he is beginning the action of the 
play in the middle so that he will not include more story in 
the play than can be digested and ends the Prologue 
apologetically with: 
"Like, or find fault; do as your pleasures are; 
Now good or bad, 'tis but the chance of war. 11 
Prologue, 1. 30 f. 
Chaucer does not introduce the historical setting, the 
Trojan war , into his story until he has first introduced his 
I 
I 9 
~ 
major them, the love story. He makes it clear that he is 
going to spend little time on the destruction of Troy: 
11 But how this town com to destruccion 
Ne falleth naught to purpos me to telle; 
For it were here a long dis gression 
Fro my matere, and yow to long to dwelle. 11 
B. I, 1. 141 ff. 
The preceding quotation, which confirms Chaucer's re-
fusal to deal with the particulars of the war , is character-
istic of the writer. He is constantly anxious to make his 
narrations as short as possible , with few digressions, in 
order to prevent a long, confused , and boring story. Chaucer 
lists Homer , Dares, and Dictys as references for those inter-
ested in reading a history of the Trojan war . 
Chaucer, from the beginning of his story, characterizes 
his Cressida sympathetically. He describes her as 11 non so 
fair," "so aungelik, a thing inm.ortal semes she," "an 
hevenyssh perfit creature sent in scornynge of nature." 
Cressida 1 s piteous nature is pictured after she heard of her 
father's treason: 11 Wel neigh out of hir wit for sorwe and 
fere, 11 (B. I, 1. 108). Then she fell before Hector 
11 With pitous vois, and tendrely wepynge 
His mercy bad, hirselven excusynge. 11 
B. I, 1. 111 f. 
And Hector pardons Cressida, thus allowing her to remain in 
Troy under his protection . Chaucer explains her position in 
the community: she kept her rank, was liked and well thought 
of by young and old. 
10 
"But wheither that she children hadde or noon , 
I rede it naught, therefore I late it goon." 
B. I, 1. 132 f. 
Had Chaucer read ~occaccio carefully, he would have known 
9 
that Cressida was a widow with no children. 
·~en Troilus first eyes Cressida, his deep affection for 
her begins; it is love at first sight. The outcome of this 
courtly method of falling in love is Troilus' retiring to 
his chamber, where he feels the agony of love with groans 
and sighs. 
One day while pining in his room, Troilus is discovered 
by his friend Pandarus, who probes into the cause of his 
unhappiness. After Troilus reveals the cause of his woe, 
Pandarus, in his typical philosophical and proverbial manner , 
begins to advise his friend in amorous affairs. 
It is during this early conversation with Pandarus that 
Troilus first blames "Fortune 11 for his malady. Throughout 
the story, it is Fortune or Fate that is responsible for 
the course of events. 
Some spiritual advice comes from Pandarus when he tells 
Troilus to relax, for the most important thing is for "A man 
to have pees with himself, ywis ." He promises Troilus that 
he will do all in his power to make his love a happy event. 
Since Cressida is Pandarus 1 niece, Pandarus prom1ses that he 
will arrange a meeting with her. 
9 
Gordon, ~· cit., pp. 3-32. 
11 
,, 
I 
Feeling relieved after confessing his love to his friend, 
Troilu s once more goes to the battlefield: 
"And in town his manere tho forth ay 
Soo goodly was, and gat hym so in grace, 
That ecch hym loved that loked on hi s face." 
B. I, 1. 1076-1078. 
The townsmen are a s tounded by his friendliness, gentility, 
thriftiness and courageousness. This ends Book I. 
Shakespeare commences the Troilus-Cressida story 
presumably after Troilus has seen Cressida, has fallen in 
love with her, and has told Pandarus of his love. The 
scene is before Priam's palace and not in Troilus' rooms as 
in Chaucer. This is the first indication that Shakespeare 
is not following Chaucer's code of Courtly Love. Troilus 
does not pine secretly in his room; he is publ i cly exhibiting 
his enamoured state. Shakespeare's Troilus is in the same 
lethar gic condition as is Chaucer's; so enamoured t hat he is 
I ' 
unable to fi ht . Troilus describes himself in Shakespeare: 
"But I am weaker than a woman's tear, 
Tamer than sleep, fonder than ignorance 
Less valiant t h an the virgin in the night 
And skilless as unpractis'd infancy." 
I, i, 11. 9-12. 
In describing Cressida, Troilus enumerates the merits 
Pandarus has previously stated: 
"Her eyes, her hair , her cheek, her gait, her 
Handlest in thy d iscourse, 0, that her hand , 
In whose comparis on all whites are ink , 
Writing their own reproach; to whose soft seizure 
The cygnet's down is harsh, And spirit of sense 
Hard as the palm of ploup;hman l" 
I, i, 11. 54-59. 
12 
This first passage descriptive of Cressida centers the 
reader's attention upon her more specific physical charms, 
whereas Chaucer's early descriptions stress her general 
appearance and character--"in widewes habit blak," "Simple 
of atir," "Debonair of chere." 
Shakespeare's Pandarus proves from the beginning to be 
a less svmpathetic friend to Troilus than is Chaucer's 
Pandarus. At first Shakespeare makes him the stereotyped 
go-between and friend (much like the Nurse in Romeo and 
Juliet), but when tragedy overcomes the lovers, he is made 
a fool who jeers and teases the actors (much like the Fool 
in King Lear). 
At the close of the first scene, the Trojan warrior , 
Aeneas, enters to tell Troilus of the battle in which Paris 
has been wounded, and Troilus immediately departs for the 
battlefield. The news of the war at the end of the scene 
quickly reminds the reader that Troilus 1 troubles are not 
only the emotional and frustrating ones for Cressida, but also 
include the Trojan and Greek war . 
In Chaucer, Pandarus tells Cressida of Troilus 1 affectio 
for her. Before Cressida has a chance to react to the news, 
Pandarus warns her that unless she gives Troilus the 11 frendly 
cheere" he desire, both Troilus and he will die. He further 
states that his friend's intentions are nothing but honorable. 
After much discussion, Cressida reluctantly consents to 
accept Troilus' affections; she is afraid that her refusal 
- --
---t-
13 
to condescend would result in her uncle's death. She warns 
Pandarus that the affair must be kept an absolute sec r et 
and that he must be careful not to raise Troilus' hopes too 
hi gh, for she will try to please him only to the extent of 
k eeping her honor: this is all in keeping with the Courtly 
Love code. 
When Pandarus leaves, Cressida catches a glimpse of 
Troilus through the window: 
"And leet it so softe in hire herte synke, 
That to hireself she seyd e, 'Wh o yaf me drynke?' " 
B. II, 1. 650 f. 
After s e eing Troilus, Cressida comp letely resigns h erself to 
the aff air. She reviews Troilus' rank, position, wit, s h ape, 
and his gentleness, and love it is. Chaucer's explanation 
of such a sudden love is dismissed with "For every thyng, a 
gynnvng hath it nede. " 
Cressida continu es h er mus i n g s on Troilus and reasons 
that to love him would be an honor. Th en of herself she 
immodestly say s: 
"Ne me to love, a wond er is it nou~ht; 
For wel woot I my self, so God me s p ede, 
Al wolde I that noon wiste of t h is thought 
I am oon the faireste, out of drede, 
And goodlieste, whose tak eth h ede, 
And so men seyn, in al the town of Troie. 
What wond er is though he of me h ave joy e?" 
B. II, 11. 743-749. 
In try ing to decide how she s hould behave, Cressida says 
" •••• I am nau '2:h t reli g ious. 11 Th en, "By all e ri ght, it ma y 
do me no shame." No soon er does she mak e an affirmative 
decision than she beg ins to argu e a gainst it. Chau cer uses 
14 
., 
'I 
I 
L 
a figure of speech to begin the sudden change of thought: 
"But right as when the sonne shyneth brighte 
In March, th~t chaungeth ofte tyme his face, 
And that a cloud is put with wynd to flighte, 
Vf.hich oversport the sonne as for a space, 
A cloudy thought gan thorugh hire soule pace, 
That overspradde hire brighte thoughtes alle, 
So that for feere almost she gan to falle." 
B. II, 11. 764-770. 
Cressida thinks that by loving again she would lose her 
freedom, cause gossip and in all lead a "mooste stormy lyf." 
Then quickly, she changes thoughts again and repeats an old 
adage: 
"He which that nothing undertaketh, 
Nothyng n 1 acheveth, be hym looth or deere." 
B. II, 1. 807 f. 
In Shakespeare, Pandarus 1 first meeting with Cressida 
finds Cressida already aware of Troilus' feelings; Pandarus 
has discussed it with her the day before the action of the 
play starts. 
Prior to Shakespeare's scene, which may be roughly 
paralleled to the latter scene of Chaucer's in which Pandarus 
discusses Troilus with Cressida, Cressida is talking to her 
servant, Alexander, on a street. They are discussing the 
developments of the war when Pandarus enters. Thus from 
the very beginning, Shakespeare makes his characters speak 
realistically by putting words of the news of the war into 
their lines. Pandarus immediately begins to boast of Troilus' 
charm; again Shakespeare chooses to use the physical aspects 
of Troilus 1 charms--his good complexion, his cloven (dimpled) 
chin, his smile, his strength despite his youth (he has no 
15 
I 
more than three or four hairs on his chin). Cressida 
pretends to remain entirely indifferent to her uncle's boasts 
of Troilus. 
As Pandarus and Cressida talk, the Trojans pass before 
t h em. Pandarus names each of them as they march past them 
discussing their individual merits : Aeneas, Antenor, Hector, 
Paris, Helenus, Deiphebus, and finally Troilus, who surpasses 
them all by Pandarus 1 standards. Pandarus departs after 
receiving a message from Troilus. Cressida, left alone, 
admits that she is already attracted to Troilus, but that 
she does not want to seem too easily won. This bit of advice 
she leaves for posterity: "Men prise the thing unf ain'd 
more than it is ." This scene ends the action of the first 
day's activities in the play. 
1 In Act I, Scene iii, the setting moves to the Grecian 
camps, before Agamemnon's tent. It is the second day in 
I Shak espeare's play . Since there is no parallel to the camp 
I scenes in Chaucer's poem, little time will be spent on the 
scenes. 
II Agamemnon, Nestor , Ulysses , and Menelaus discuss the 
war. Th ey believe that their trouble is due to the dissen-
1 sion in their own ranks. Agamemnon expounds h is philosophy 
1 of optimi sm in this scene--men should rejoice at ill-luck, 
for it is not in human success , but in human failure that 
man's noble nature is made clear. Achilles and Patroclus 
do nothing but ridicule the other captains, and Ajax, who 
has become self-willed, keeps to his tents. 
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Going back to Chaucer, Troilus is persuaded by Pandarus 
to write a letter to Cressida. Pandarus delivers the letter 
and succeeds in getting Cressida to answer the letter . 
During this scene, Troilus passes by Cressida 1 s home. 
Cressida sees him. Here again Cressida reviews "His goodly 
manere, and his gentilesse," and as much as confesses her 
love of Troilus to her uncle. 
Pandarus immediately delivers Cressida 1 s letter,which 
causes Troilus great anxiety. Following the first two 
letters, a steady stream of notes are exchanged between the 
paramours. 
In Shakespeare, the letters are omitted completely. 
Act II, Scene i, in Shakespeare takes place in the Grecian 
camp, where Ajax and Thersites fi ght after Thersites accuses 
Ajax of being envious of Achilles. Achilles and Patroclus 
enter and stop the fi~hting. In Act II, Scene ii, at 
King Priam's palace, a message from Nestor is being discussed. 
Th ere is no parallel to this in Chaucer; thns, hi s Troilus is 
not given the chance to speak the words that Shakespeare's 
Troilus utters when he protests to sending Helen back in 
order to end hostilities. 
I' Despite Cassandra's prophecy that Troy will burn if 
Helen is kept in Trojan territory, it is agreed that Helen 
will not be returned to the Greeks . 
Act II, Scene iii, finds the Greek camp in confusion, 
with Achilles sulking in his tent and refusin~ to fight and 
====~=-~~~==========~-- ---
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.1 preparations being made for Ajax's combat on the following 
d ay. 
Shakespeare returns to his titular t h eme in Act III, 
Scene i, which is set in Troy, a room in Priam's castle. 
It is evident a gain that the love affair in Shak espeare is 
known to others besides Pandarus. Paris, at least, is aware 
of what has been going on between Troilus and Cressida. 
When Pandarus asks Paris to mak e excuses for Troilus to the 
King if he should be missed at supper, Paris immediately 
guesses that Troilus must be with Cressida. 
The next scene in Shakespeare finds the lovers meeting 
with Pandarus in his orchard. Before Cressida ent ers, 
Troilus utters the most sensual lines in the play: 
"I am giddy; expectation whirls me round. 
The imaginary relish is so sweet 
That it ench ants my sense: what will it be, 
When that the wat 1 ry palate tastes indeed 
Love's thrice-repured nectar? death, I fear me; 
Swooning destruction; or some joy too fine, 
Too subtle-potent, tun 1 d too sharp in sweetness, 
For the capacity of my ruder powers : 
I fear it much; and I do fear besides 
That I shall lose distinction in my jovs; 
As doth a battle, when they charge on heaps 
The enemy flying." 
III, ii, 11. 19-30. 
When Pandarus enters with Cressida, he leaves the 
lovers to themselves for a short period and then returns 
a~ain. It is in Pandarus' presence that Cressida confesses 
her love to Troilus and cleverly trick s Troilus into kissing 
her . In this scene, even Shakespeare's Cressida is a 
blushing one)as Pandarus dis c erns by saying: "What, blushing 
1 8 
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still?" And, here it is, also, that they pledge fidelity in 
love. Continuing with the plot sequence following Pandarus' 
speech, the lovers are escorted into a chamber by the uncle 
himself . The scene ends at this point. 
II Troilus' first meeting with Cressida is not as simply 
executed in Chaucer's story as it is in Shakespeare. Chaucer 
has the two lovers meet for the first time at the house of 
Deiphobus, but not until a complicated plan is executed. This 
meeting begins after the Proem to Book III. Chaucer describes 
this lovers' meeting in more detail than Shakespeare. The 
lovers are shy in each other's presence even though Pandarus, 
unlike Shakespeare's Pandarus, remains with them throu~hout 
the scene. Here Cressida promises to give Troilus her 
friendship, but only within the bounds of honor ; and Troilus 
is satisfied with that. Pandarus interrupts by n aintaining 
that the affair must be kept a secret as he will not ruin 
the reputation of his niece . The meeting ends happily but 
without any promise of lasting fidelity as in Shakespeare. 
Other brief meetin~s between Troilus and Cressida follow, 
during which they merely exchange greetings . 
The next scene, Act III, Scene iii, in Shakespeare takes 
place in the Grecian camps. Calchas, Cressida 1 s ~ather, has 
asked of Agamemnon that Antenor, a Tro,ian prisoner , be 
exchanged for his daughter. Agamemnon grant s Calchas his 
request and it is he who orders Diomedes to escort Cressida 
to their camps. Immediately following, the Greek lords 
- ---=-~-==--- -
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parade before the ailling A_chilles' tent without a glance or 
a word . Achilles, of course, is taken aback at their 
behavior. He succeeds in stopping Ulysses, who deliberately 
praises Ajax as the new Greek hero . 
As yet, in Chaucer's version the readers have not 
been told of the ransom of the prisoners. It is in Book III, 
that the first chamber scene is executed. Pandarus cleverly 
plans the meeting again. Cressida is persuaded to go to her 
uncle's house for supper only after Pandarus convinces her 
that Troilus would not be there. A rain storm, which 
Pandarus had predicted, keeps Cressida and her attendants 
at Pandarus' house for the night. After all retire, Pandarus 
gets Troilus into Cressida's chamber through a trap door, 
telling Cressida that Troilus is much distressed about some 
gossip he has heard concerning her and Horaste . Once in t h e 
chamber, Troilus faints after receiving severe condemnation 
from Cressida for being .iealous. He is put into Cressida' s 
bed by Pandarus, who witnesses the scene, and is revived by 
Cressida's endearing affections. Chaucer proceeds to describe 
the sensuous scene that follows according to the authority 
of the text he is following. Troilus thanks the ~ods for all 
his great fortune. Before dawn , they pledge their love and 
exchange rings. After Troilus leaves, Pandarus returns, only 
to be called a fox by Cressida. 
"With that she an hire face for to wry"3 
With the shete, and wax for shame al rsed ;" 
B. III, 1. 169 f. 
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Receiving a kiss from her uncle, Cressida for~ives all. When 
Troilus calls Pand arus to thank him for the previous evening, 
he tells him : 
11 I not myself nought wisly what it is ; 
But now I feele a new qualitee •••• " B . III, 1 . 1163 f. 
Pandarus tells him t h ere will be other such meetin s and 
Troilus 1 "new quality" makes him a happy and heroic warrior 
with endless praises of love . 
In Shak esp eare, the morning following the second written 
chamb or scene at Cressida 1 s home and the third d ay of the 
drama (Act IV, Scene ii), Cressida does not appear to be the 
shy,blnshing Cressida of Chaucer's scene . She cries to 
Pandarus who enters as Troilus is bidding her good-by: 
"Go hang yourself, you naught mocking uncle 1 
You bring me to do, and t h en you flout me too." 
IV, ii, 11. 26-27 . 
And Pandarus, rather than seek her nardon as did Chaucer's, 
answers mockingly: 
"To do what? to do what? let her say what : 
What have I brou _ht you to do?" 
IV, ii, 11. 28-29 . 
The scene is interrupted by a knocking on the door; it 
is Aeneas who tells Troilus that Cressida is to be delivered 
to the Greeks by Diomedes . It is evident a~ain at this point 
that Shakespeare's characters are not interested in keeping 
their rendezvous a complete secret . Troilus 1 wh ereabouts on 
that ill- fated morning seems to be known by a number of the 
Trojan warriors. Troilus leaves immediately. When Pandarus 
tells Cressida the news , she swears violently that she will 
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never leave Troilus, who is now all her kin and love. 
Ch aucer's Calchas asks t hat his daughter be retur ned to 
him for the exchange of Antenor. The Trojan Hector s p eaks 
a gainst the exchange; he is opposed by the 11 people, 11 actually 
the lords of the parliament, who want Antenor back. 
Describing Troilus 1 state after he hears the news of 
Cressida 1 s exchange of Antenor, Chaucer uses the following 
imag ery to describe his condition: 
"And as in wynter leves ben biraft, 
Ech after oth er, til t h e tree be bare 
So that ther n y s but bark and braunche il aft, 
Lith Troilus, byraft of ech welfare 
I bounden in the blake bark of care, 
Disp osed wood out of his wit to breyde, 
So sore hym sat the chaungyng e of Criseyde." 
B. IV, 11. 2 25-231. 
Pandarus discovers Troilus grieving in his ch amber and 
tries to c onsole him. Both h e and Troilus call "fortune 11 to 
blame. Ch au cer charact eristically spends much time with 
t h e bemoanin Troilus. Sh a k espeare's Troilus, upon hearing 
t h e news, does not even wa it to see Cressida a gain b efore 
leaving to see if t h ere is someth ing he can do to keep Cressida 
in Troy . Tryin g to quiet Tro i lus, Ch aucer's Pandarus tells 
him h e will find anoth er love. This, of course, is an 
1 
i mpossible su gge s tion to Troilus. Th en, Pandarus attempting 
to f ind a solution su ggests t hat Troilus take Cressida away. 
But, Tro i lus who h as thought of that does not want to a rouse 
hi s fath er, King Priam, to anger. He is a l so afraid of 
en danp.e r i n g Cre ss i da 1 s honor. 
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When Pandarus comes to Cressida to arrange the meeting 
with Troilus, he is not met by the storming and insistent 
Cressida of Shakespeare's story; Chaucer's Cressida is a pale, 
weeping girl who 
"As she that feleth dedly sharp distresse ; 
But yit to me his sorwe is muchel more , 
That love h:vm best than he hymself, I [!esse ." 
B. IV, 11. 898-900. 
Cressida sends her uncle off with 
11 
' Go, 1 quod Criseyde, 1 and uncle, trewely 
I shall don al my myght me to restreyne 
From wepying in his sighte, and bisily, 
Hym for to glad e I shal don al my peyne , 
And in myn herte seken every veyne. 
If to this sore ther maybe fonden salve, 
It shal not lakke, certeyn, my on halve.' " 
B. IV, 11. 939-945. 
Pandarus finds Troilus weeping and praying to God in a lonely 
temple. Troilus is certain that 
"al that comth, comth by necessittee 
Thus to ben lorn, it is my destinee." 
B. IV, 1. 958, f. 
And later 
"We h an no fre chois, as thise clerkes rede." 
B. IV, 1. 980. 
When Troilus and Cressida finally meet, Cressida is not 
stron~ enough to keep her oromise- - not to weep--for the 
lovers are both crying in each other's embrace. Cressida 
falls into such a death-like faint that Troilus believes her 
to be dead . Another Romeo-Juliet tragedy is almost executed 
here as Troilus plans to kill himself with his sword, but 
Cressida revives in time to stop him . It is Cressida who 
t h en plans the future. She is to go to h er father, Calchas, 
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as ordered, but she is not to stay there . When peace is 
restored she is going to beg her father to allow her to 
return to Troy in order to regain some valuable property she 
is leaving behind . 
Tro i lus is not sure the plan will work because he is 
afraid that Calchas has planned a marriage for Cressida to 
one of the Greeks. Instead, Troilus suggests that they run 
away together. This Cressida refuses on the ~rounds that 
Troilus is needed in Troy and that it would ruin their honor. 
By dawn, Cressida's plan is accepted by Troilus, but not 
until they pledge their loyalty to each other and Cressida 
promises she will return on the tenth day. 
In Shakespeare's version it is Cressida who is the 
irrational one, mo ved by the news of their separation, while 
Troilus is the calm one. While the two are in a lover's 
embrace , Pandarus finds time to live up to his scurrilous 
role by saying: 
"What a pair of spectacles is here . Let me 
embrace too. 0 Heart , as the goodly saying is, 
0 heart, heavy heart, 
Why sigh'st thou without breaking? 
. . . . . . . . 
Because thou canst not ease thy smart 
By silence nor by speaking." 
IV, iv, 11. 14-18; 
20-22. 
Troilus tells Cressida that it is the jealous gods that 
are responsible for taking her away. Wben Cressida asks 
when they will meet again, Troilus merely says: "Be thou 
true, And I will see thee." With this forshadowing speech, 
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Shakespeare's Troilus is cognizant of Cressida's weakness . 
When Troilus repeatedly begs Cressida to 11be true," Cressida 
utters: "O heavens 1--be true, a12;ainl 11 Troilus gives his 
reason for such repeated warnings: 
"The Grecian youths are full of quality; 
They're loving well compos'd , with gifts of nature 
flowing 
And swelling o'er with arts and exercise:" 
IV, iv, 11. 79-80. 
Cressida asks Troilus if he believes that she will fall 
to temptation. Troilus answers: 
"No. 
But something may be done that we will not: 
And sometimes we are devils to ourselves, 
When we will tempt the frailty of our powers, 
Presuming on their c hann-eful potency ." 
Iv , iv, 11. 97-100 . 
Thus, in Shakespeare, the lovers spend their last 
moments together discussing , for the most part , their 
fidelity rather than making plans for their reunion as did 
Chaucer's. 
1
1 Shakespeare's Troilus promises only to bribe the Greek 
sentries some night in order to come to her. 'Nhen Diomedes rl 
comes for Cressida, Troilus threatens him with death if 
anything should happen to Cressida. 
Act IV, Scene v takes place in the Grecian camp where 
all are preparing for the day's combat. When Cressida arrives 
at the Grecian camp, she unhesitatingly greets the warriors 
with a round of kisses. After which, Ulysses exclaims his 
first impression of Cressida: 
"Fie, fie upon her1 
There's language in her eye, her cheek, her lip, 
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Nay, her foot speaks: h er wanton spirits look out 
At every ioint and motive of her body. 
0, these encounters, so glib of tongue. 
That g ive a coasting welcome ere it comes, 
And wide unclasp the tables of their thoughts 
To every ticklish readerl set them doun 
For sluttish spoils of opportunity, 
And daup.:hters of the game ." 
IV , v, 11 • 54- 63 • 
The battle begins with Ajax fi hting Hector. Hector 
stops because Ajax is related to him; he is his "father's 
sister's son." Then Hector is invited to feast with 
Agamemnon. When Achilles meets Hector he is insolent towards 
him, causing an agreement between the two to meet in death-
combat on the following day (the fourth day of the play's 
action). The scene ends with Troilus begging of Ulysses 
safe conduct to Cressida. 
Chaucer's final Book V, finds Cressida riding away with 
Diomedes. Chaucer quickly begins Diomedes' courtship of 
regard him as a brother. Cressida, however, engrossed in 
'l 
her own thoughts hears little of Diomedes' chatter . Cressida's 
first meeting in Greek territory is with her father, Calchas, 
who greets her with fatherly kisses. 
Meanwhile , Troilus has begun despairing and wishing 
death to rid him of his nain. Pandarus who tries to console 
him succeeds in getting him to attend a feast given by King 
Sarpedoun. The delicious food, the gala festivities have no 
effect on Troilus' state of mi nd. They remain at Sarpedoun's 
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feast for a week's time after which Troilus with Pandarus 
goes to Cressida's home, Troilus with the hope of finding her 
there. It is here that Troilus recites his speech to 
Cressida's house, reviewing all the memories that the house 
holds for him. 
At the Greek cwJp, Cressida finds that she cannot cajole 
her father to allow her to return. Seven days have already 
passed, as far as can be calculated. In trv ing to find a 
way out, she thinks: 
"And if that I me putte in jupartie 
To stele awey by nyght, and it bifalle 
That I be kaufSht, I shal be holde a spie; 
Or elles, lo, this drede I moost of alle, 
If in the hondes of som wrecche I falle, 
I am but lost al by myn herte trewe 
Now, rnyp:hty God, thow on my sorwe rewe!" 
B. V, 11. 701-707. 
Days pass as Cressida weeps and wishes she had decided 
to run away with Troilus as he had suggested. She decides 
her only chance is to attempt to go to Troilus on the night 
of the tenth day, which is the following ni~ht. On the 
tenth morning, Diomedes pays court to Cressida. Diomedes, 
guessing that her sorrow is for the love of a Trojan, tells 
Cressida it is futile to mourn for any Trojan lover she may 
have had, for Troy is doomed to be destroyed according to 
a prophecy made by her father. Cressida replies that her 
love is still with h er dead husband, but if ever she should 
choose to pity a Greek it will be Diomedes. Impressed by 
the prophecy, and, or, by Diornedes high rank in Greece and 
also because "she was allone and hadde nede of frendes help" 
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she invites Diomedes to visit her whenever he wishes. 
Diomedes, on leaving, has not only won encouragement but also 
Cressida's glove . 
Cressida evidently for gets her decision to steal away 
on the night of the tenth day for she is still in the Greek 
camp the following morning when Diomedes visits her again. 
This time he receives the brooch, which Troilus had given her, 
and Cressida's sleeve. On this, the twelfth or a following 
day, Cressida is beginning to show the first true signs of 
her infidelity. Even she is conscious of what she is doing. 
Chaucer tells his readers: 
"Ther made nevere woman moore wo 
Than she, whan that she falsed Troilus 
She seyde, 'Allasl for now is clene ago 
My name of trouthe in love, for everemol 
For I have falsed oon the gentileste 
That evere was, and oon the worthieste.' " 
B. V, 11. 1052-1057. 
Later Chaucer pauses long enough to say: 
"But trewely, how long it was bytwene 
That she forsok hym for his Diomede, 
There is ni auctour telleth it, I wene." 
B. V, 11. 1086-1089. 
If Chaucer had read Benoit carefully, he would have read: 
"Before she sees the fourth evening she shall 
have neither wish nor desire to return to the city. 
Fickle and infirm, her feelingswere very soon 
ch anged; very weak and inconstant was her heart. 
Dearly did those of loyal heart pay for that; often 
they suffered pain and evil on that account ••••••• " 
Later Benoit states that it was the fourth day that "Briseida" 
9 
gave Diomede the right sleeve of her arm. 
9 
Gordon, ££• cit., p. 14. 
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ll Yet, Chaucer plainly states it was on the tenth day that 
Diomede first began his court and on the twelfth or a 
following day that he won Troilus' brooch. Whether or not 
the authority that he followed states the exact lapse of time 
before Cressida accepted Diomede, he definitely makes 
Cressida 1 s change of heart begin, if not on the tenth day, 
then certainly on a not too distant one. 
Chaucer, true to his sympathetic nature toward all 
women , explains: 
"Ne me ne list this sely womman chyde 
Farther than the storye wol devyse. 
Hire name, allas1 is punysshed so wide , 
That for hire ~ilt it ou hte ynough suffise. 
And if I myghte excuse hire any wise , 
For she so sory was for hire untrouthe, 
Iwis, I wolde excuse hire yet for routhe." 
B. V, 11. 1093-1199. 
Now to Shakespeare's handling of Cressida 1 s downfall. 
At the close of Act IV, Scene v, Troilus beseeches Ulysses 
to guide him to Cressida while Hector and Achilles schedule 
a battle between them for the following day. Act V, Scene i 
is still laid in the Grecian camp. Achilles is preparing 
himself for the battle with Hector . Thersites does his usual 
share of cursing against Achilles and Patroclus and lastly 
Diomedes. 
In Scene ii , Troilus with Ulysses and Thersites are 
watching Cressida and Diomedes whispering in the dark and then 
witness Cressida 1 s subsequent surrender of Troilus 1 sleeve 
to Diomedes . When Diomedes departs, Cressida condemns all 
womanhood with: 
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"Troilus, farewelll one eye yet looks on thee; 
But with my heart the other eye doth see 
Ay, poor our sex1 this fault in us I find, 
The error of our eye directs our mindl 
~~at error leads must err; O, then conclude, 
Minds sway 1 d by eyes are full of turpitude." 
v, ii, 11. 109-114. 
This gives Thersites cause to exclaim: 
"A proof of strength she could not publish more, 
Unless she said, My mind is now turn 1 d whore," 
v, ii, 11. 113-114. 
Storming with jealousy, Troilus is determined to enter battle 
to kill Diomedes or be killed himself. 
With Scene iii, the setting changes to Troy in front of 
Priam's castle. This scene begins the activities of the 
fourth and last day of Shakespeare's play. Andromache, wife 
of Hector, begs Hector not to fight that day because of a 
prophetic dream of evil that she has dreamed. Hector's 
sister, Cassandra, likewise pleads with him to remain at 
home. ~Vhen Troilus enters, armed for battle, Hector attempts 
to ke ep Troilus away from the battlefield for the day, but 
without success. Pandarus enters with a letter from Cressida 
which Troilus tears before reading. With this episode in 
Shakespeare, the love story ends. 
The remainder of the scenes in Shakespeare (Scenes iv to 
x) deal with the ensuing battles. During the day's fighting, 
Achilles comes upon Hector while he is unarmed andorders 
one of his folowers to kill him. Troilus, learning the 
news of Hector's death, swears revenge. Just as Aeneas 
leads the Trojan forces from the field, Troilus encounters 
: Pandarus and spurns him with: "Hence, broker lackey1 
- r 
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ignomy and shame pursue thy life, and live aye with thy namel" 
Troilus leaves the stage to Pandarus, who speaks the Epilog 
• which ends the play. 
Prior to Chaucer's ending scene, Troilus has a dream 
that Cressida is lying in the arms of a boar. Determined 
to learn the true meaning of his dream, he sends a letter to 
Cressida in which he asks why she has not returned as she 
had promised . Cressida, instead of writing of Diomedes, 
merely replies that she will return, but as yet she does not 
know when . Troilus, not satisfied by her answer and still 
remembering his dream, asks Cassandra to interpret the dream. 
She explains that the boar is Diomedes . Troilus becomes 
angry , but nevertheless keeps hoping that Cressida will 
return. Rector is slain in battle. Troilus writes Cressida 
another letter and receives a similar reply. Tro ilus' last 
hope for Cressida 1 s return is shattered when Deiphobus 
r e turns from battle with Troilus 1 brooch which he had taken 
from Diomedes . Troil s, angered by Cressida 1 s infidelity, 
enters the war with the hope that he will meet and ¥ill 
Diomedes. Troilus meets Diomedes in battle many times; he 
is without success in killing his rival. Instead, Troilus 
meets his end when he is killed by Achilles. This 
completes the action of the uoem except for the E ilog 
recited by Troilus' soul, which lau ~hs at those who weep for 
him and also condemns worldly striving. 
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CHARACT~RI~ATIUNS 
A. Chaucer's Cressida 
The Courtly Love Code of medieval society permitted 
Chaucer to write of the unethical actions of his protagonists . 
The regulations for the behavior of the lovers were not 
governed by the wishes of the individual s or by the Church. 
The regulations were definitely stated in the thirty-one 
articles that made up the Code of the "Cour d' A.mour" of 
10 
Paris in the twelfth century. These regulations required 
that a lady give her love without scorn; that she should be 
distant, cool and even cruel if her self-respect demands it; 
that she should yield slowly, but not until she finds her 
lover 11 courteous faithful and discreit" and has proved his 
worthiness. 
How far these courtly principles were actually practiced 
in Chaucer's a e is a matter of dispute. The code, however , 
lessened the sensuality and vulgarity of literature and 
11 
refined to some extent the life during the Middle Ages. 
Since Christian ethics were not a part of the Code, 
Cressida's fault lay not in giving herself to Troilus, but 
in proving disloyal to him and surrendering herself to 
12 
Diomedes. Thus, the ethical nature of Cressida's submission 
10 
George Lyman Kittredge, Chaucer and His Poetry, p. 31. 
11 
F. N. Robinson, The Poems of Chaucer, p. 452. 
12 
Kittredge , loc. cit. 
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to Troilus is not a problem in the interpretation of the 
character of the heroine in Chaucer's poem. 
Even though the Courtly Love code has answered most of 
the ethical problems in the story, critics have been attempt-
ing for centuries to give a new and conclusive theory that 
explains Cressida 1 s character. 
Chaucer himself gives one explanation to Cressida's 
character with his frequent reference to Fate or Fortune as 
the force responsible for the occurrences in his story . 
Fate or Fortune has not been universally accepted as the 
controlling force which makes the lovers part and which 
brings about the tragical end of the story . Chaucer's 
intermittent avowal that Fate or Fortune is to blame for all 
that happens is used by many critics to illustrate Chaucer's 
sympathetic treatment of Cressida's character. 
Cressida's actions may be explained by the theory that 
Chaucer placed the main emphasis on the plot--the tragic 
13 
action--and not on the development of character. Thus, 
Cressida 1 s failure to return to Troy is one of the necessary 
events in the story. The whole structure of the poem at this 
point shows that Chaucer did not think of the action as 
motivated by Cressida's character. Therefore, Chaucer was 
actually following tradition, just as Shakespeare did in 
the sixteenth century, im making Cressida act as she does. 
Chaucer meant her to be a tragic figure by contrasting what 
13 
Arthur Miz ener, "Character and Action in the Case of: 
Criseyde," pp. 65-81 . 
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she seems to be and what she does. Cressida rebels against 
her own act; she is shown horrified at her disloyalty, re-
gretful of the loss of her good name, and still an admirer, 
if not a lover, of Troilus. 
The character of Cressida, as interpreted by this theor~ 
depicts her primarily as an instrument for a unit in a tragiJ 
action; it can be conceived that her character is related to 
the action by congruence rather than by cause and effect. 
In this way , both Troilus and Cressida may be considered 
victims, not of character, but of dramatic necessities. 
Thus, like Shakespeare, Chaucer was influenced by his sources 
and tradition when he makes his characters act as they do. 
One of the chief charms of the poem is the sympathy with 
14 
which Chaucer treats Cressida 1 s personality. Chaucer is 
believed to have held a strong personal sympathy for Cressida 
even though the story is professedly written to tell the 
sorrows of Troilus. Chaucer's source, kl Filostrato, does 
dwell on Troilus' sorrows; Chaucer, who may have started wit~1 
that intention, shifted his emphasis from Troilus to Cressida 
In doin~ so, he has magnified all of Cressida 1 s attractive 
qualities: her great beauty, her lovely manners and languag~ 
her lack o~ coquetry, and her lack o~ the impulse o~ 
15 
sensuality. 
14 
Boning, Dodd, Graydon, and others. 
15 
Dr. Lorenz Boning, On Troilus and Cressida, pp. 7-9. 
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Boccaccio's Cressida is a rich, young , beautiful, 
gay widow who does not wish to reject the advances of a 
young man of distinction. She accepts Troilus's affections 
by the following reasoning : if other women amuse themselves 
with intrigues why should she not do the same? On being 
assured that her reputation would not suffer, Boccaccio's 
Cressida yields at once, and makes excuses for her re-
16 
luctance. Chaucer altered Cressida's character by making 
her acceptance a slower one and her submission only 
accomplished by surprise. 
Because of Chaucer's sympathetic treatment of Cressida's 
personality , critics find it hard to accept her infidelity 
at the end of the poem; she has been so discreet and lovable 
up to that time. A possible explanation may be that Ghaucer 
tried in vain to lessen the shock of the misfortune in the 
1'7 
traditional tale. 
In an attempt to defend the character of Cressida, 
18 
Joseph s. Graydon introduces the theory that Troilus' 
demonstration of jealousy is the cause for Cressida's 
disloyalty. He believes tbat Troilus violates the courtly 
canon of secrecy in his recital of his dream to Cassandra. 
16 
Peter Borghesi , Boccaccio and Chaucer, pp. 36-44. 
1'7 
J. S. P. Tatlock, "The Chief Problem in Shakespeare, 11 
p. 129. 
18 
Josephs. Graydon, "Defense of Criseyde," p. 165 f. 
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Then, Cressida, having heard of Troilus' betraying their 
secret to Cassandra, knows that she can never return to 
Troilus who has violated the most urgent of all the Courtly 
Canons and who, besides, has uncontrolled jealousies and 
suspicions. The ch,amber scene in vh ich Cress ida 1 ectures on 
the wickedness of jealousy is cited as an example of Cressida's \\ 
dislike of a jealous person. Graydon also points out that 
Cressida is aware that she could never return to Troy because 
her safety in Troy, which depends on Hector 's protection, 
19 
would probably not be guaranteed if she returns and because 
her secret love affair with Troilus has been publicized. 
A most detailed and careful study of Cressida's character 
20 
has been made by William George Dodd. According to Dodd, 
Cressida is consistent throughout Chaucer's poem. She 
always acts according to what she considers is best for her 
interests and her happiness. She is always cool-headed with 
the ability and willingness to look facts in the face. She 
is wise. and quick-witted; she weighs every side of all 
questions; she is amorous, but not sentimental; she is fond 
of the opposite sex, not the nun-type; and above all, she is 
21 
far from angelic, she is a human creature with faults. 
19 
Graydon, loc. cit. 
20 
Dodd, QR. cit., pp . 1-20 
21 
Thomas A. Kirby agrees with Dodd's opinions in 
Chaucer's Troilus, A Study in Courtly Love, p. 192. 
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t ----- Cressida's most severe critic is Robert Kilburn Root .22 
He believes that Cressida 1 s love is not the love-at-first-
sight love that would be expected to spring from one in-
experienced in love. It grew out of her careful deliberati~ 
Cressida's actions throughout the poem are evidence of weak-
ness in her character. Root believes that Cressida thus 
makes no decision, but drifts with circumstance; and that 
the circumstances are manipulated so well by her uncle that 
her desire is accomplished without the need for conscious 
decision. Root further illustrates his theory of Cressida's 
weakness in stating that it is easier for Cressida to leave 
Troilus, heartbroken though she be, than to defy the decree 
of the Trojan parliament, and that it is easier for her to 
remain with her father and accept· the love of Diomedes than 
to return to Troilus. 
The critics and scholars have agreed that Chaucer's 
poem is a study of the Courtly Love Code of ethics. Yet, a 
question arises, did Chaucer accept the Code? If the poet 
thought that the Code was reason enough for the immoral 
actions in his account of the story why, then, is he forever 
cautious to explain to his readers that the ensuing actions 
are not of his invention, but are written as he read it? 
'' herfore I nyl have neither thank ne blame 1. 
Of al this werk, but prey yow mekely, I 
Disblameth me, if any word be lame, 
For as myn auctour seyde, so sey I." 
B. II, ll. 15-18. 
22 
Robert Kilburn Root, Chaucer's Troilus and Criseyde, 
p . xxii . 
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It is during the first chamber scene which takes place in 
Pandarus' house that Chaucer stops frequently to remind 
readers that he is following his "Auctour": 
"What myghte, or may the sely larke seye, 
When that the sperhauk hath it in his foot? 
I kan namore, but of thise ilke tweye,--
To whom this tale sucre be or soot, 
Though that I tarie a yer, somtyme I moot, 
After myn auctour, tellen hire gladnesse, 
As wel as I have told hire hevynesse." 
B. III, 11. 1191-97. 
And again, near the cli~ax of the chamber scene: 
"But soth is, though I kan nat tellen al, 
As kan rnyn auctour, of his excellence, 
Yet have I seyd, and God toforn, and shal 
In every thyng, al holy his sentence; 
And if that ich, at Lovers reverence, 
Have any word in eched for the beste, 
Doth therewithal right as youreselven leste. 11 
B. III, 11. 1324-30. 
These examples of Chaucer's cautious writing of immoral 
matters can indicate one of two things: (1) That Chaucer 
himself did not accept the Courtly Love Code, or (2) that his 
readers did not accept the Code and that in order to avoid 
criticism, Chaucer deemed it necessary to impress his readers 
with the fact that the story is not his invention; he is 
merely retelling the story. That Chaucer did not accept the 
Code is hard to believe, for only under this Code could he 
have been so sympathetic with his two lovers. Chaucer 
explicitly states that if the actions in the story seem 
strange to his readers, they should remember" •••• ecch 
contree hath his lawes. 11 In some ro untries they fear to love 
openly; in others they care little if their love is known. 
With this digression, it can be assumed that the Courtly 
38 
Love Code, accepted by some in Chaucer's England, must not 
have been known to others. In any event, Chaucer accepted 
the Courtly Love Principles and wanted his readers to do so 
also in order to understand his tale. 
Graydon's theory of jealousy in determining Cressida's 
character is not without flaw. First, nothing is known of 
Troilus' jealousy at hearing of Cressida's love of Horaste 
except from the mouth of Pandarus. It is probable that 
Pandarus invented the story as an argument for Cressida's 
23 
allowing Troilus to come to her chamber. Second, in 
reciting his dream to Cassandra, Troilus not once mentioned 
his loved one's name. Third, even if he had, Chaucer offers 
no evidence that Cressida had heard the news of Troilus' 
betraying the secret love had been revealed in Troy as the 
result of the recital of the dream. Consequently, Graydon's 
jealousy theory has little valid backing. 
Chaucer's young and widowed Cressida is from the 
beginning of this war-romance depicted as an honorable, 
virtuous, and lovable woman . Her thoughts of Troilus are 
not of the sensual or of the scheming nature, she thinks of 
him as a worthwhile lover because of his wit, courage and 
gentleness . Her submission to Troilus is a dramatic 
necessity of the story and is an act which the laws of 
Courtly Love permit. Cressida appears to be honest in 
23 
J. Milton French, "A Defense of Troilus , " pp . 1246-
1251. 
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her love for Troilus, willing to sacrifice her tranquility, 
her emotional well-being for the man she loves. She is not 
a naive lover wishing to experience love for the first time. 
She has already suffered once as the result of love, with 
the death of her husband; she is willing to suffer again in 
loving Troilus. Yet, Cressida, like most humam and most 
fictitious characters, is not without fault; her weakness sooms 
to lie in her immaturity. 
Ten Brink believes that "The English Cressida is more 
innocent, less experienced, less sensual, more modest than 
her Italian prototype." Cressida, in the English poem, 
according to Ten Brink is an 11 innocent girl, who has been 
trapped into committing a grievous fault in yielding to 
Troilus; who was involved in a chain of circumstances which 
was too powerful for her feminine weakness and inexperience 
24 
to break." 
Although not in the naive stage of her first love, 
Cressida appears at times even more immature than Troilus 
in her inability to know what she desire of life. At the 
time of deciding whether she should accept Troilus' affection~ 
she spends a period of time musing on the advisability of the 
affair, changing from yes to no and then to the final yes. 
When she finally does love, it is as true a love as she can 
give Troilus, but is the typical love of the present day youth 
24 
Dodd, loc. cit. 
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'I 
who change "true loves" yearly, monthly or weekly with 
little ill effect. 
Troilus' love which Cressida accepted could not have 
terminated in marriage. Marriage was not a requisite of 
the Courtly Love system, nor could a king's son marry a 
commoner. (The problem of marriage will be discussed later.) 
Cressida 1 s love was not for the honor she would receive as 
Troilus 1 wife but for Troilus himself. Her leaving Troy 
was a necessity of war. She could not have stayed with 
Troilus in Troy nor could she have run away with him as 
Troilus suggested. There were larger forces than their 
personal desires influencing their actions; both Cressida 
and Troilus were viet ms of the war . There is no doubt that 
similar tragedies have occurred in all wars throughout the 
centuries. Boy and girl fall in love; war is declared; 
lovers nledge fidelity; duty calls and love-rs part; boy or 
girl falls in love with another. Cressida 1 s sudden change 
of heart was due to her emotional immaturity and to the war. 
If the time that elapses between Cressida 1 s leaving 
Troilus and her final acceptance of Diomedes is a long period 
of time, which Chaucer may have meant to imply by refusing 
to be definite , then it is eas ier to understand and accept 
25 
Cress ida's change of heart. P.s l have already pointed out, Benai.t
1 
25 
"Before she sees the fourth evening she shall have 
neither wish nor desire to return to the city. Fickle and 
infirm, her feelings were very soon changed; very weak and 
inconstant was her heart." 
Gordon, ~· cit., p. 14. 
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states that it was soon aft er the fourth day that Cressida 
accepted Diomedes . Even in Chau c er , if the day sequence is 
observed carefully, the final submission to Diomedes in 
the poetic time- scheme comes soon after the twelfth day; 
therefore , Chaucer ' s attempt to cover up the time in order 
to defend Cressida is not too successful . It seems that the 
period is short enough to make Cressida ' s betrayal a weak-
ness of character; this weakness may be accounted for by 
her immature mind . Again before her acceptance of Diomedes , 
Cressida is still unable to make the proper decision for 
herself . In anguish over her father ' s refusal to allow her 
to leave camp , Cressida cannot decide whether to go to 
Troilus as she had promi sed on the tenth day following 
their separation . She decides against it first , thinking of 
the danger of being discovered; t b en,not knowing what else 
to do, she decides to leave the next night (the tenth night) . 
As soon as Diomedes comes to present his affections and a 
reminder that Troy is doomed to fall according to her own 
father's prophesies , Cressida forgets her plan and in a few 
days ' time she is giving her sleeve to Diomedes . Even while 
she does this, she is not certain that she bas ~ade the 
proper decision . Root , then, in his contention that 
Cressida 1 s weakness lies in her inability to make decisions 
has a very plausible theory that explains the incongruity in 
Cressida ' s lovable character at her betrayal to Troilus . 
42 
Cressida 1 s character, presumably, cannot be completely 
explained by any one theory. The Courtly Love Code, the 
traditional theory, the war, Cressida 1 s realistic approach 
to problems, and her inability to make d e cisions much all 
be considered in order to judge Chaucer's irresistible 
Cressida. 
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B. Shakespeare's Cressida 
Critics, in an attempt to discover Shakespeare's purpose 
in writing Troilus and Cressida, have also offered some clue 
as to the reason for Shakespeare's treatment of Cressida. 
A summary of the varied theories explaining Shakespeare's 
purpose in the writing of his Trojan play follows: 
(a) Shakespeare was here engaged in the famous war of 
the theaters; and in the characters of the play, he was 
27 
caricaturing his opponents in that controversy. 
28 1 
(b) Shake~eare was writing a bitter satire on Greek ideals. 
29 
(c) Shakespeare meant to ridicule the ideals of chivalry. 
30 
(d) Shakespeare meant the play to be a political allegory. 
31 
(e) Shakespeare meant the play to be a parable of the world. 
(f) Shakespeare was writing a com i cal satire on the vices of 
32 
power, politi cs, and lust. (g) Shakespeare meant his 
33 
Troilus and Cressida to be a camedy of disillusionment. 
27 
N. Burton Paradise, editor, The Yale Shakespeare, 
Troilus and Cressida, p . 173. 
28 
Paradise, loc. cit. 
29 
Paradise, loc. cit. 
30 
Tucker Brooke, "Shakespeare's Study in Culture and 
Anarchy, 11 pp. 571-577. 
664. 
31 
A. M. Symons, "Shakespeare Critical Comment," pp. 659-
32 
Oscar James Campbell, Shakespeare's Satire , p . 120. 
33 
Edward Dowden, Shakespeare His Mind & Art, p. xii. 
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(h) Shakespeare wrote the play as a comedy for a select 
audience which did not respond to the type of "horseplay" 
which the groundlings desired. The camedy in this play, 
as a result, is effected through characterization and 
34 
diction rather than through comic action. (i) Shake-
speare was merely dramatizing the medieval Troy story 
without any attempt to satirize the heroes of antiquity 
and without any personal bitterness or disillusionment, 
and in doing so he offered as much sympathy to his play 
as its history allowed it. Any other treatment would have 
35 
been rejected by Elizabethans. 
The last theory appears to be the most widely accepted 
of them all. At any rate, it satisfactorily explains why 
Shakespeare treated Cress i da as he did. Shakespeare in his 
characterization of Cressida did just what he did in the 
characterizations of Julius Caesar and of Cleopatra. He 
interpreted his character according to tradition and not 
36 
according to his source. Remembering the history of the 
Troilus--Cressida story , esp ecially the fate which Henryson 
invented for the heroine, it is easily understood why 
Shakespeare altered Cressida. 
34 
Parrott, on . c i t., pp. 338-347 
35 1 
Hardin Craig, An Interpretation of Shakespeare, p.236f 
36 
Craig, Loc. cit. 
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Henryson's poem, Testament of ·creseyde, included in all 
sixteenth-century editions of Chaucer, was generally believed 
to have been written by Chaucer in spite of the fact that j 
Henryson refers to him more than once in the poem. Henryson f 
entirely altered Chaucer's conception of Cressida 1 s character, 
and his view became traditional throughout the century; a 
woman of Cressida 1 s type was proverbially a harlot. The 
Elizabethans would have jeered at a pure and noble Cress~a. 
This left no alternative for Shakespeare; he had to depict 
Cressida as the character that tradition made her. Besides, 
it would have been impossible for Shake~eare to introduce 
into the play the ideals of Courtly Love ~ich serve as the 
basis of Chaucer's poem; they were out-dated and therefore 
unlikely to be understood in Shakespeare's time. It was 
not Shakespeare who was responsible for debasing Chaucer's 
love story; the grudge, if one must be assigned, belongs 
37 
to Henryson and his followers. 
There are a few scholars who believe that Shakespeare 
did not individualize Cressida; he followed traditbn and 
made her a stereotyped woman who is known for her infidelity 
in love. She is just a puppet, a voice of tradition, whose 
37 
Lawrence, QQ. cit., p. 159 
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sorrow at parting from Troy could have been as sincere as 
Troilus 1 but whose sudden change of heart was only an act 
38 
of tradition and thus needs no explanation. 
Not regarding the reputation which Cressida had acquire~ 
Brandes, in an attempt to defend Cressida 1 s character, be-
lieves that Shakespeare's attitude toward Cressida is 
39 
_"passionate heat and hatred" and "boundless bitterness • 11 
According to Brandes, Shakespeare's character does little 
Cleopatra, who is not so unmercifully condemned. Brandes 
does not believe that there is any impropriety in Act IV 
when Cressida comes to the Greek camp and allows herself to 
be welcomed with kisses from the Greek chieftans; therefore, 
there was no reason for Shakespeare to cause Ulysses to 
characterize Cressida as he did with his: "Fie Fie, upon 
her •• •• " An attempt to refute Brandes' criticism of the 
scene in which Cressida greets the Greeks with kisses will 
follow later. 
In contrast to the theory that Cressida does not deserve 
the bitter treatment that she receives is the theory that 
Cressida justifies the severe condemnation made by Ulysses . 
38 
Craig , loc. cit . 
39 
George M. C. Brandes , William Shakespeare, p . 478 . 
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The most sensuous scene of the play--the meeting of the two 
lovers at Pandarus' house--is referred to as evidence. 
Cressida knows what to expect of the visit, yet Pandarus 
describes her as blushing and fetching. Her agitation 
arose less from modesty and timidity than from a sense of 
elation at having caught a lover of exalted rank. She is 
not shocked by her uncle's coarse jests nor by his efforts 
to hurry the assignation. Nothing could be more different 
from Chaucer's treatment of the scene, wherein Pandarus has 
to induce Cressida with threats of Troilus' jealousy before 
receiving her permission to bring her lover to the chamber. 
Nor is the treatment of the morning after the lovers' first 
night together alike. In Chaucer, one thinks of the ardent 
devotion of the lovers; in Shakespeare, the details are 
so coarsened that one can think o ly of the animal nature 
of their love. As a result of theae changes, Ulysses' out-
40 
burst on the character of Cressida is justified. 
Many critics believe that Shakespeare did not share 
the contempt which the Elizabethan public and later critics 
have felt for Cressida. She is a more helpless be ng than 
Chaucer's Cressida, "a flov1er growing in Trojan slime, a 
40 
Rollins, QR• cit., pp. 383-429. 
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little soiled from the first and shrinkingly conscious of her 
predestined pollution."4l Shakespeare's attitude toward her 
is much more that of Chaucer than that of Ulysses. In her 
relations with both her lovers, Shakespeare shows the pathos 
of a daintiness reaching vainly after nobility, a wistful 
sincerity which knows it lacks strength to be the thing it 
would be. Evidence of Cressida's pathos and sincerity is in 
the following passage spoken by Cressida to Troilus in her 
most c andid and assured moment: 
"Sweet, bid me hold my tongue, 
For in this rapture I shall surely speak 
The thing I shall repent;" 
III, ii, 11. 137-139 
Then to Diomedes with hardly less candor and simplicity she 
says: 
"Sweet honey Greek, tempt me no more to folly." 
v, ii, 1. 18. 
Thus, it is believed by a few critics that Shakespeare does 
not cry "Fie!" upon her as does his Ulysses. Rather, it is 
believed that Shakespeare whispers, "But yet the pity of it, 
Ulysses! 0 Ulysses, the pity of it! 11 42 
41 
42 
Brooke, ££• cit., pp. 383-429. 
Brooke, loc. cit. 
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The most severe condemnation of Shakespeare's Cressida 
is made by a critic who believes that Cressida shows herself 
43 
as a real prostitute, not by profession but by nature. 
Shakespeare displays no rising love, no growing passion, no 
striving of different affections and principles. First 
Cressida is a cunning, lustful coquette; then she is Troilus' 
concubine; third, she is kissed by the Greek generals; and 
last she is seen as she is about to become Diomedes 1 bedmate. 
These ·are the scenes which offer support to the theory that 
Cressida's character as a prostitute is kept up with great 
consistency. Cressida plays the temptress with skill through-
out . She knows how to use the arts of coquetry in a way to 
tease and intensify most successfully her lover's ardor. 
She wishes to enjoy his passion only when it has reached its 
44 
highest intensity. 
Elmer Edgar Stoll states his argument against Cressida 
in this manner--that the only real coquette among all of 
Shakespeare's lovers is Cressida. An attempt to explain the 
reason for Shakespeare's characterization of Cressida as a 
loose woman has been made; Shakespeare in this play wished 
to point a moral against women in general and he did this 
43 
Boning, On Troilus and Cressida, p. 7 . 
44 
Campbell , ~· ~., p. 112. Elmer Edgar Stoll, 
Shakesueare's Young Lovers, p. 3 
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through Cressida and Helen. Shakespeare has both womeh 
offer examples of the shallow and troubled depths of women. 
Cressida is mere sex, incapable of fidelity, first playing 
45 
at virtue, and then anxious to get her pleasure by pleasing . 
In view of the preceding interpretations of Cressida's 
character, it is logical to conclude that Shakespeare's 
Cressida is directly the opposite of Chaucer's sympafuetic 
widow. She does not appear to be the shy, blushing Cressida 
of Chaucer's poem. Instead, she is a mature and worldly 
Cress ida. 
As early as Act I, Scene ii, she displays her scheming 
nature in deciding to play "hard-to-get." Cressida, herself', 
admits her fault after having practically begged a kiss of 
Troilus: 
"Perchance, my lord, I show more craft than love; 
And fell so roundly to a large confession, 
To angle for your thoughts;" 
III, ii, ll. pp . 153-155. 
Cressida's very spoken phrases are common, almost vulgar, in 
contrast to Chaucer's Cressida's refined speech. Common to 
Shakespeare's Cressida are such phrases as: "you are a bawd," 
45 
Stoll, loc. cit. 
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"go hang yourself, 11 "would he were knock 1 d i' the head, 11 
11
.The kiss you take is better than you give." She is quick 
in answering without modesty any and all of Pandarus' remarks, 
including his voluptuous comments . 
Before leaving Troy for the Grecian camps, Cressida is 
not concerned as is Chaucer's Cressida in determining how 
and when she will see Troilus again . Chaucer's Cressida is 
determined to have a plan in mind for their reunion. 
Shakespeare's Cressida spends her last moments with Troilus 
trying to discover whether Troilus believes she will be 
faith£ul to him. The scene, for the most part, is not as 
sincere and somber as is Chaucer's. It begins dramatically 
enough with Cressida 1 s emphatic objections to leaving 
Troilus, but ends less dramatically with Cressida teasing 
Troilus about the ch ances of her being unfaithful. 
Those who see no impropriety in Cressida 1 s round of 
kisses with the Greek warriors must not have regarded 
Cressida's remarks, while pleasing her father's friends, as 
significant. When Menelaus decides to claim his kiss fter 
first stating "I had good argument for kissing once ," 
Cressida had already allowed Patroclus m kiss her twice, 
one for himself, the other in Menelaus ' stead. She makes 
Menelaus an offer: 
52 
"I'll make my match to live, 
The kiss you take is better than you give; 
Therefore no kiss." 
Menelaus generously replies: 
"I'll give you boot, I 1 11 give you three for one." 
Cressida refuses poor Menelaus with: 
"You're an odd man; give even or give none." 
Whereafter Menelaus protests: 
"An odd man, lady? every man is odd." 
Cressida's quick and inconsiderate reply is: 
"No, Paris is not: for, you know 1 tis true, 
That you are odd, and he is even with you." 
When Ulysses refuses to Kiss Cressida, rather than overlook 
his refusal, Cressida answers: 
"I am your debtor, claim it when 'tis due." 
IV, V. 
The only way in which this scene can be considered to 
have no bearing on Cressida's character as a woman of loose 
ideals is to consider the scene as a greeting similar to the 
common greeting of relatives or of close friends. Consider-
ing that Cressida had never seen these warriors before, it 
seems hardly probable that such a salutation was the proper 
one. Even if the greeting were acceptable, it is not likely 
that Cressida's familiar and gay repartee was characteristic 
of ladies of refinement and high morals. Shakespeare does 
not consider it proper; otherwise, he would not have ended 
53 
the scene with Ulysses' "Fie, Fie upon herl" This scene is 
a new scene added to the tale by Shakespeare to prove further 
Cressida's deceitful and immoral character . 
When Cressida finally surrenders to Diomedes, it is 
without any apparent cause at all. In Chaucer, at 1e ast, 
Diomedes warns Cressida of Troy's predicted doom, which 
influenced Cressida in giving way to Diomedes' courting. 
The time element is not even of importance in Shakespeare. 
Cressida's character up to this time does not make her act 
of infidelity an unbelievable occurrence. It is no surprise; 
it does not belittle Cressida's already shallow character. 
Shakespeare's Cressida does not act entirely out of character 
in surrendering to Diomedes, whereas Chaucer's character 
does. 
The cri~s have presented their argument well in calling 
Cressida a "real prostitute, not by profession but by nature." 
There is no Code of Courtly Love to account for her complete 
submission to Troilus. Thus, the question of Cressida's 
ethical and moral character is to be considered. Even if the 
entire courtship had been made less sensual and true love of 
mind had been shown to exist, the moral aspect of Cressida's 
action would still be questionable. It was as unethical in 
Shakespeare's time as in the present age; therefore, Shake-
peare had little right to defend a person already kno¥m to be 
-=----=-- -===-=-c-=-==--
immoral. Again, history and the times seem to be the 
deciding point for Shakespeare's Cressida character. 
55 
c. Chaucer's Troilus 
Although the character of Troilus has not been censured 
as greatly as Cressida's character, it is not without fault. 
Chaucer's Troilus, who may be condemned today for his moments 
of passive sighing, is merely indulging in the usual symptoms 
of the courtly lovers: sleeplessness, loss of appetite, 
paleness, fear to tell his lady of his woe, confusion and 
forgetfulness in his lady's presence, and the strongly empha- 1 
sized pledge of secrecy.46 
Overlooking the Courtly Love Code, a few critics believe 
that Troilus' tragic fate in Chaucer is caused by his passive-
ness; he prefers to luxuriate in his sorrows rather than try 
to seek a practical cure.47 Although Troilus' passive nature 
is evident throughout the poem, it reaches a climax at the 
time that Cressida is preparing to leave for the Greek camp. 
Troilus is so overwrought by the thought of separation that 
he is unable to think of any plan for his reunion with 
Cressida. Following Cressida's departure, Troilus displays 
his passiveness by not entering the battlefield, by sighing 
and in general feeling sorry for himself. His only activi-
46 
Dodd, 
47 
££• cit., P• 140 
Root, loc. cit. 
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ties for days consist of going t o Cressida's house with hope 
of finding Cressida there, having a dream which he asks 
Cassandra to interpret, and writing letters to Cressida to 
discover why she has not kept her promise. He is spurred 
into action only when his brooch has been captured from 
Diomedes. 
This passiveness may well be attributed, if not to the 
rules of Courtly Love, then to Troilus' immaturity and 
naivete in affairs of the heart. Since Troilus had pre-
vious to this affair, scorned love and lovers, his sighing 
in solitude for his first love may not be anything but the 
natural uncertainty and sorrow of first love. 
Chaucer's Troilus, when compared to Boccaccio's Troilus, 
even in his most passive moments, behaves like a man. 
Boccaccio's Troilus faints at Parliament when the decision 
to ransom Cressida for Antenor is completed. Chaucer's 
Troilus does not faint; he 
"Departed out of parlement echone, 
This Troilus, withouten wordes mo, 
Unto his chambre spedde hym faste allone ••• " 
IV, 11. 218-221. 
The question arises, why did Troilus not speak in 
Cressida 1 s behalf at the Parliament? Troilus could not 
reveal his love because Courtly Love prohibited revealing the 
love affair to others. Had Troilus been able to claim 
57 
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Cressida as his bride, he might have had cause to speak, but 
even this was impossible according to the canons of Courtly 
Love: 
Courtly Love was incompatible with marriage. Business 
affairs and political considerations often brought about 
unions in which no affection could exist; Courtly Love was 
thought of as being illicit and for the most part adulterous; 
this se~~ual and illicit love, therefore, had to be kept a 
secret. 
Besides the Courtly Love obstacles, there is the possi-
bility that Troilus, as the son of the King of Troy, could not 
claim whom he wished as a bride. Boccaccio definitely mentions 
the difference of rank as an obstacle. 
Another theory is that Chaucer was not so bound by 
notions of Courtly Love, that he rejected the idea of marriage. 
Nor was marriage rejected because fourteenth century prejudices 
did not allow such a marriage between a prince and an aristo-
cratic subject, even if the subject had a discredited father 
and even if the city were doomed. Marriage was not proposed, 
simply because fashionable readers would not have preferred 
a tame marraige to something clandestine. Also, Chaucer was 
not interested in changing the ending of an already familiar 
49 
story. 
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Chaucer's Troilus is an improvement on Boccaccio's lover 
who was destitute of feeling, self-indulgent, and practised in 
the art of intrigue, while Chaucer's Troilus loves with all 
the ardour and freshness of youth and is the personification 
of all a lover should be. Troilus may be characterized as a 
man of strength with the courage of his convictions, whether 
such convictions lead him to oppose love or, having been 
overcome by love, to be loyal till death. 
Chaucer's Troilus is a noble and idealistic person Who 
I has won students' and critics' sympathy and love. Although, 
his character is not the perfect one, it is a constant one 
and one free of complications. 
59 
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D. Shakespeare's Troilus 
Chaucer's Troilus is not changed greatly by Shakespeare. 
The one major contrast is the increased sensuality of Troilus' 
character in contrast to Chaucer's. However, this is not 
surprising since Shakespeare's Cressida is changed similarly. 
In Shakespeare, Troilus is still the young warrior who is 
barely twenty-three years old--brave, passionate, constant as 
well as sensual. He is suffering from passion as from a 
disease. His speech for the most part is mere extravagance; 
once, when he waits for Cressida in the orchard, he speaks, 
perhaps, one of the most sensuous speeches in Shakespeare: 
"I am giddy; expectation whirles me round, 
" • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
III, ii, 11. 19-30. 
One critic50 believes that Troilus' mind runs purely on 
sexuality. His speeches are designed to excite Cressida as 
her coquetry does Troilus. As a result of the sexual element, 
Troilus' infatuation is presented in a way to provoke mingled 
feelings of revulsion and amusement throughout the play. 
As in Chaucer, Troilus 1 love, even though it be sensual, 
is throughout hallowed by his constancy, his emotion, his 
truth. Shakespeare's Troilus says: 
50 
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"I am as true as truth's simplicity 
And simpler than the infancy of truth." 
III, iii, 1. 176 f. 
His love, like Chaucer's, is pure, noble, truthful and constant. 
Shakespeare's Troilus is not accused of being the 
impassive Troilus found in Chaucer. In Shakespeare, when 
Troilus is startled out of his optimism into a stern reali-
zation of the falsehood of the world, his sound nature prevents 
him from remaining in a state of lamenting passiveness; 
instead, he immediately seeks refuge from his heartache in 
51 
strenuous achievement on the battlefield. 
Shakespeare's Troilus does display a sincere and philo-
sophie nature in the speech he utters in defense of Paris and 
Helen. At the time of the lovers' departure, in contrast to 
Chaucer, it is Troilus who takes the initiative in making the 
parting less difficult. His wise advice to Cressida is: "be 
thou true, and I will see thee." He does not expect Cressida 
to endanger herself by returning to Troy, as Chaucer's Troilus 
expected. Instead, it is he who plans to go to the Greek 
camps to see her. 
Although Shakespeare's Troilus differs from Chaucer's 
in his mature, quick-thinking actions and speeches, it is 
51 
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p. 373. 
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Chaucer's Troilus who receives the most sympathy: first, 
because of his complete surrender of heart and mind to his 
first love (there is no evidence in Shakespeare, that Troilus 
has not loved before); second, because of his tragic death at 
the close of the poem (Shakespeare's Troilus departs from the 
stage unharmed). 
I 
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E. Chaucer's Pandarus 
The figure of Pandarus , perhaps the finest example of 
Chaucer's art of character por trayal , is almost wholly his 
own creation. Boccaccio 1 s 11 Pandaro 11 is the cousin of Cressida 
and of Troilus also . He is not much differentiated from 
Troilus , except in his fortunes . As he pla s the role of 
messenger and go- between for the lovers , he does not need the 
elaborate scheming that Chaucer's Pandarus uses , nor does he 
have the latter's humor . In Chaucer , Pandarus is made 
Cressida 1 s uncle , which suggests that he is older than 
Boccaccio 1 s character and yet young enough to be Troilus ' 
companion and an unsuccessful courtly lover . As a friend he 
is untiring and loyal in service . He i s a charmi ng companion, 
52 
full of shrewd observation and never dull . He is wholly 
unmindful of his own interests . He shares the delights and 
softens the sorrows of his friend , arranges rendezvous for the 
lovers, bears messages between them, and , as a genuine confi-
dant , he alone knows of their secret aJllour . Pandarus enhances 
the courtly- love element and frequently justifies his role of 
II go- between. In Latin drama and in comedies of Plautus , there 
is a general resemblance to this type , chiefly i n the person 
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of a servant or of an old nurse. 53 
Pandarus is by far the dominating personage of Chaucer's 
poem. He is a character which critics praise for his loyalty, 
friendship and philosophic oratory. He is Chaucer's most 
flawless piece of characterizati. on and thus, "When true 
excellence is attained the critic has no work to do; for it 
is impossible to define excellence, or to indicate by what 
means it is arrived at."54 
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F. Shakespeare's Pandarus 
Pandarus is much less important to the plot development 
in the play than he is in the poem. Shakespeare's Pandarus, 
who has an opposite or parallel role in Shakespeare's play 
with Thersites, the evil genius of Troy, is Chaucer's Pandarus 
"grown old and impotent and rotten, urb~e, and genuinely 
55 good-tempered." There is no trace of the fascination, the 
high-bred polish or the humour and worldly vdsdom which 
distinguishes the poet's portrait of the uncle and friend, 
and takes care that the affairs of the heart are kept secret. 
In the play, he is "simply a busybody, who revels in holding 
the threads of a fashionable intrigue, and who is at trouble, 
by sly looks and hints, to make it plain to outsiders that he 
knows more than he cares to speak of." It is hinted that his 
evil courses are not without their punishment. In Act V, he 
is complaining of his ill health. He is not only suffering 
from the retribution with Which age pays for yoQthful excesses, 
but he is suffering from social degradation with his dismissal 
by Troilus to "eternal ignominy and shame." 56 
II There is nothing of Chaucer's individuali~ed courtier 
found in the play's Pandarus. The latter Pandarus is merely 
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a type character that Elizabethans had seen prowling about the 
streets of London. Shakespeare saw in him a good part for a 
low comedian and used him as such; he did nothing to try to 
51 
raise him from "common noundom." Shakespeare adjusted his 
characterization to the noun, just as the writers of the 
moralities presented characters to fit such names as Charity 
and Hope. 
51 
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G. Shakespeare's Warriors and Other Minor Characters 
Shakespeare's warriors come from his sources. Lydgate 
and Caxton both veil the Greek epic with medieval romance; 
both stress the noble virtues of Trojans,and both insist on 
the insolence and treachery of the Greeks. Shakespeare 
followed his sources and sympathized with those within the 
walls rather than with the Greeks. The important point is 
that in the plotting and characterization of the camp scenes, 
just as in the love story, Shakespeare was fully under the 
influence of the medieval rather than the classical concep-
58 
tions of the tale of Troy. 
Some critics have refused to accept tradition as the 
cause of the general debased tone of Shakespeare's work, 
Campbell detects a satiric at t itude on chivalric love and 
politics in Shakespeare's presentation of the Trojans and 
the Greeks. 59 
Within Shakespeare's two armies, a social chaos exists. 
The Greeks and the Trojans both come to disaster because 
through accepting the conventional stoic position in ethics 
and politics, they inhibit reasonable action by the indulgence 
of personal emotion or mere whim. The irrational obligation, 
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within both camps, to the service of love reflects a satiric 
comment upon a contemporary folly--the decadent survival in 
Elizabethan life of one of the ideals of chivalry. The key-
note of the Troy story, as well as of the love story of 
Troilus and Cressida, is aptly stated by Hector at the Trojan 
council when he urges the surrender of Helen as the price of 
peace: 
"Tis mad idolatry 
To make the service greater than the god 
And the will dotes, that is inclinable 
To what infectiously itself affects 
Without some image of the affected merit." 
II, ii, 11. 57-61 
This "mad idolatry" influences not only Troilus and 
Cressida and Paris and Helen, but Achilles in his love for 
Priam's daughter, Polyxena. 
Within the Greek camp, Ulysses and Nestor stand out as 
wise, rational men. Ulysses in his great speech on degree 
enunciates the ethical and political laws which a man may 
break only at his peril. He describes the ideal state as a 
system Which demands allegiance and subordination. He warns 
his fellow-warriors that once degree is abandoned, the entire 
social system disintegrates. The Greeks know they should 
follow Ulysses' advice, but they cannot because, as Thersites 
says, they have "too much blood and too little brain." As a 
result of this their action becomes futile and fills the 
68 
audience or the readers with cynical amusement, the emotion 
6o that Campbell finds most appropriate to satire. 
Ulysses devises a scheme by which he hopes to shame 
Achilles, who has been sulking in his tent, into action. 
First, he has to get Ajax eager to fight Hector. Ulysses 
causes the Greek warriors to go by Achilles making contemp-
tuous gestures in his direction. Achilles, fully ashamed, 
responds to the philosophical argument that Ulysses advances 
in a profound lyrical speech. Ulysses asserts that a man who 
flouts the good opinion of his fellows cannot keep alive his 
self-respect, nor can he maintain his heroic reputation by 
becoming passive and inactive; time will soon destroy the 
memory of past achievements. This speech effects its purpose 
and Achilles explains that his refusal to fight has resulted 
from other considerations besides wounded vanity. He is in 
I love with Polyxena, one of Priam's daughters, and the code of 
chivalric love forbids him to seek the death of her kinsman. 
I Here, again, reason gives way to the irrational demands of 
chivalric love. · Ulysses' efforts are wasted·; the reform of 
Achilles does not take place. Achilles, instead of sending a 11 
challenge to Hector, merely dispatches Thersites to ask Ajax 
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to invite the Trojans to his tent after the combat. When they 
do meet, Hector urges Achilles to come to the field and fight, 
and Achilles gives him his promise. But in the next scene, 
Achilles tells his squire, Patroclus, that he cannot keep his 
promise; he has received a letter from Hecuba and a token from 
Polyxena urging him to keep .the oath which he has sworn--in all 
probability an oath not to battle with Hector, Polyxena 1 s own 
brother. Achilles is finally driven back to battle, when he 
learns that Patroclus has been killed, and executes the death 
of Hector by turning his men on him at a time when he is weak 
and unable to fight. 
Ajax is also guilty of sulking in his tent. Ajax becomes, 
is Shakespeare's hands, an imbecile, a boaster and a comic 
figure. In Elizabethan times, Ajax was a traditional symbol 
61 
of a comic caricature of "brawn without brains." Ajax, 
throughout the play, is the temperamental and conceited 
warrior who is the boaster and the ridiculer of all others, 
including Ulysses and Nestor. The combatants on both sides 
are "all incontinent varlets." Agamemnon "has not so much 
brain as ear wax." Menelaus is both "ox and ass." 62 
Thersites 1 scurrilous nature, which some believe is 
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characteristic of clown and chorus, is unpleasant. He is the 
Shakespearean fool whose words lash out anything that happens 
to strike his fancy. He is the Pandarus of the Grecian camps. 
Thersites remarks on Ulysses' plan: "now is the cur Ajax 
prouder than the cur Achilles," and that all the policy of 
Ulysses and Nestor is "not prov 1 d worth a blackberry." 
However vulgar and unpleasant Thersites seems to be in 
this play, he comes to Shakespeare ready-made out of Chapman: 
"The filthiest Greek that came to Troy: he had a goggle eye." 6~ 
A contemporary critic who has studied Shakespeare's play 
prefers to believe that there is no satiric element in the 
characterization of the drama. Shakespeare followed tradition 
in his treatment of the Greeks, even so he elevated most of 
them from their debased traditional repute. Shakespeare made 
Agamemnon a dignified commander; Nestor was converted into a 
wise man; and Ulysses, who is considered one of Shakespeare's 
real triumphs of character, is much like the ideal statesman 
of the Elizabethan age. 64 
Brooke, loc. cit. 
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IV 
THE ENDINGS 
Chaucer's poem, if intended as a tragedy as some believe, 
65 
should have ended without the Epilog. Many critics believe 
that Troilus' laugh, which condemns all human pursuits of 
"blind love," is bitter and ironical, and thus contradictory 
to the general tone of the poem. In the Epilog, Chaucer is 
giving his readers his own opinions of the earthly joys that 
are but 11 fals felicitee," but through Troilus' person. 
Tatlock66 has submitted the following theory for the 
II discordant ending of the Epilog. Chaucer was following a 
long tradition in his "Go, litel book" technique which was 
used by Ovid. His religious ending was a practice frequent in 
the medieval period, which Boccaccio had abandoned. Chaucer 
was also following medieval customs in asking for criticism 
and correction from the person to whom the poem was dedicated. 
I The disputed part of the Epilog is Troilus 1 monolog. Tatlock 
believes that Chaucer was sincere in the quasi-retraction of 
his great love poem, and not ironical about what had preceded. 
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It is true that the ending is in no way foreshadowed; it is 
contradictory. All through there are warnings of the tragedy 
to come; there is a sense that nothing is better than happy 
love; there is not a hint at the vanity or unworthiness of 
love. In no other medieval work is physical passion depicted 
with such naturalness and sympathy and made so attractive. 
Elsewhere, sensuous narrative tends to be comic and serious 
love narrative tends to be reserved. Chaucer knew he was 
presenting social conditions which would be strange to the 
English readers. Christianity was entirely avoided, except 
for a casual mention of God and the devil and a few other 
Christian phrases. It is the ancient, pagan atmosphere that 
Chaucer took trouble to create. This emphasis on the ancients 
and their pagan religion may have caused a sense of strange-
ness and discomfort to Chaucer. Churchmen took an attitude 
of hostility toward any classical revival for fear that their 
fundamentals of morality would be contradicted and their 
theory of theocracy destroyed. Therefore, any pagan poem 
would have been suspected on both religious and moral grounds. 
II Chaucer may have been aware of this suspicion and at-
tempted to guard against it. He does this in more than one 
case. In the retraction at the end of the "Parson's Tale," 
he disavows his best works, including Troilus, as "worldly 
----=-=- =-- ----~=- ---
the very phrase used in Chaucer's poem. Thus, 
Chaucer chose to make amends, for he felt the extraordinary 
novelty of the pagan substitution for Christianity. He wished 
to be accepted and not checked by unessential queries and a 
sense of strangeness; as a result, he domesticated the poem 
by ending it on a familiar though discordant note. This end-
ing, according to Tatlock, is a return from the Renaissance to 
the Mi ddle Age. Thus, he wishes to think of the Epilog of 
Chaucer's Troilus as the first deliberate attempt at "local 
color" narrative in England. 
The conclusion, or inconclusion, of Shakespeare's play 
67 
may be explained by referring to Campbell's theory. 
Campbell believes that the ending is a subtle variation of 
the approved end of the characters derided in dramatic satire. 
There are two conventional denouements in comical satires: 
the characters chosen to be ridiculed were either purged and 
reformed or scornfully rejected from the camedy. Troilus and 
Cressida have been the objects of the latter type--being 
pursued and dismissed at the end with scornful laughter and 
mockery. Any type of punishment or poetic justice would have 
given each of the lovers the dignity of a tragic figure, and 
they have nowhere behaved in such a way as to deserve that 
position. As a result of the tone and ending, Campbell 
67 
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believes that Shakespeare was independent in dispensing with 
the convention of tragic drama, thus forming a satric drama. 
Achilles is not punished for his inaction, but is left 
in triumph over the death of Hector; nor does Ajax receive 
any rebuff. Cressida, like Achilles is left in shameful 
victory with her new lover Diomedes. Troilus comes to no 
obvious disaster; he accented Will instead of Reason as a 
guide in public affairs and in his personal and emotional 
life. Pandarus in his Epilog does not serve as a commentator 
to interpret his exit; instead, he flings unsavory jests abcut 
the disappointments and inadequacies of a pandar•s trade. 
Some believe that this inconclusive ending of both of tbel 
plots within Shakespeare's p~y is the result of a play that 
the dramatist intended to be a tragedy but never finished; I 
I 
or that in 1601, Shakespeare himself was in the clutches of I 
despair and gloom which he revealed in the tone and ending 
of this play . 
Sidney Lee believes that the moral of the play is expre&r. 
ed in the following quotation from Bacon: 
"They do best who , if they cannot but admit love; 
yet make keep quarter and sever it wholly from their serious 
affairs and actions of life; for if it check one with busi-
ness, it troubleth men's fortunes, and maketh men that they 
can no ways be true to their own ends.n68 
68 ~ 
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Lawrence69 does not believe Shakespeare's play was meant 
as a satire. He finds no exposure of absurdities or shatter-
ing of conventions of romance, but an earnest, philosophical 
analysis of universal human passions in a corrupt society. 
He is not dissecting courtly etiquette, but lust, greed, 
selfishness and pride. Lawrence suggests reading Chaucer's 
poem without making allowance for courtly love; much of its 
significance would be lost. But no such background is needed 
to understand the corrupt passions of Shakespeare's characters. 
The experiences which the Greeks and Trojans undergo are 
common to every civilized age, no matter what its manners; 
as a result of this, Lawrence has established the realistic 
theory of Shakespeare's ending. 
Lawrence does not believe that Shakespeare did not wish 
to do violence to tradition as an explanation for his failure 
to carry the action to its ultimate end. He believes that 
Shakespeare chose to end the play with Cressida's acceptance 
of Diomedes, just as Chaucer did, instead of carrying it on 
to Cressida's break with Diomedes and to her later beggary 
and leprosy. 
II The ending of the camp scenes is in full accord with the 
inconclusive ending of the love story. The issue in both 
69 Lawrence, ££• cit., p 168 
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cases is failure. No happy ending was possible for either 
part of the plot; everyone knew the plot ended unhappily. 
Shakespeare could not treat the characters, especially Cressida, 
sympathetically; therefore, he chose to be realistic; while 
in the camp scenes, he makes Achilles responsible for the 
cruel killing of Hector. At the end, no concession is made 
to the theatrical effect of the obvious sort, but a very 
definite impression is created of the futility and misery 
which comes from loving a worthless woman. Dramatic justice, 
then, lies in the future, not in the illogical and base solu-
tion of leprosy for Cressida and the sudden death for Troilus, 
but in the realization to both of them that character and 
behavior bring "inescapable consequences in life." The ending 
of the tale is true-to-life. Life often settles nothing; the 
innocent are left to suffer many times. The entire play, then, 
. 70 is a "searching analysl.s of a reflective criticism of life." 
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A COMPA ISON OF TECHNI~.:tUES 
In the opening verses of both works the verse forms are 
immediately distinguishable . Chaucer's is written in his wel~ 
known rime-royal verse; which from the beginning, if read 
correctly, illustrates the smoothness of its flow . Shake-
speare ' s prologue , on the other hand , wr i tten in blank verse 
and containing many Latinized words , is less pleasant to the 
ear and becomes abrupt and harsh- sounding from the beginning . 
Shak espeare ' s irregular lines are suitable to his realistic 
entwining of the romantic scenes with the camp scenes and of 
the serious with the humorous , while Chaucer ' s flowin~ rhythm 
is suitable to his romantic theme . 
There are differences which result from the two literary 
types of writing-- the narrative poem and the dramatic poem . 
In a narration, the story- teller is never in the background . 
He is the reader ' s interpreter; the reader hears with the 
narrator ' s ears, sees with his eyes , and judges with his 
judgment . Chaucer ' s success as a narrative poet is due 
largely to the ease and completeness with whi ch he makes 
the reader enter into his own thou~hts and feelings . 
Shak espeare , on the other hand , as a dramatic poet , 
identifies himself so well with his characters that his own 
78 
identity disappears. He loses himself in every character he 
portrays. The interest is never once turned aside from the 
71 
thing created to the creator. 
The two great literary figures are alike in their out-
1 spokenness' of expressions, but differ in the results they 
I achieve. In Chaucer the outspokenness of the characters makes 
I the tale attractive, not because of any coarseness which may 
l 
be evident, but because of the charming manner in which it is 
told. Shakespeare's dramatic outspokenness is in the nature 
of coarse allusions, filthy conceits, and double meanings. 
Many of these speeches are uninteresting and vile and should 
72 
be passed over with little notice. 
Many critics believe that Chaucer's poem, even in epic 
for.m, has more dramatic elements than Shakespeare's play. 
Chaucer's Cressida is worthy of being loved; when Troilus 
loses her, he really claims sympathy. In Chaucer, the 
turning point of Troilust struggle to maintain his happiness 
in love comes in the dramatic scene where Chaucer represents 
the grief of the lovers at the prospects of separation. 
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Internally, the main tragic conflict is between Troilus and 
the mysterious destinal powers over-shadowing him. Troilus 1 
tragic fault lies in the fact that his passions leave him 
unable to exercise his free-will in transcending the destinal 
decrees. The climax of this conflict comes in the soliloquy 
on predestination and free-will, a point where Troilus fails 
to understand his true relationship to the necessity of 
73 
destiny. 
In Chaucer's poem, the evolution of literary form from 
narrative to drama occurs. His five books, which include 
fifty scenes, su gest the five acts of modern drama. This 
dramatic narrative occupies a mi ddle ground artistically be-
tween ancient Greek tragedy and the more modern tragedy of 
Shakespeare . In Greek tragedy, there is a mysterious and 
unavoidable Fate back of human action imposing its judgments 
arbitrarily from without upon men and women whose criminal 
actions have brought them into conflict with these destinal 
powers . In Shakespeare's tragedy, while one may dimly glimpse ! 
a shadowy fatality connected with a mysterious moral order, 
the principal destiny which rules the fortunes of men is the 
74 
fatality of character. 
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There is good evidence of dramatic suspense in Chaucer's 
Troilus in his style of suddenly ending a scene by completing 
a book and then resuming it after the proem to the next book. 
An example is found at the end of Book II when Cressida goes 
to the chamber in Deiphobus ' house where Troilus is feigning 
illness. The story ends abruptly there just as if a curtain 
falls on the scene. After Chaucer's forty-nireline proem, 
the story continues. 
In Shakespeare, one critic believes that there is a want 
of any dramatical conflict, either tragical or comical, from 
whence the unity of action must proceed . There are too many 
additional incidents in the scenes of the Grecian camps which 
75 
detract from Shakespeare 's story. 
Lee believes Shakespeare' structure is loose and care-
less even when judged by the standard of the romantic drama, 
which exacts only a unity of impression, the play is confusion. 
Its focus of intere·st shifts; the treachery of Cressida is the 
cause of nothing, unless, it can be the cause of Hector 's 
death which could have happened without it. All semblance of 
76 
tragedy is avoided since Troilus is kept alive. 
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It cannot be denied that Shakespeare's Troilus is one of 
his most inadvertent plays. One of the most noticed oversights II 
made by Shakespeare is found in the speech made by Pandarus in 
which he closes the lovers' pledge of fidelity: 
"Go to, a bargain made: seal it, seal it; 
I'll be the witness. Here I hold your hand; 
here my cousin's. If ever you prove false one to 
another, since I have taken such pains to 
bring you together, let all pitiful goers-between 
be called to the world's end after my name, 
call them all Pandars; let all constant men be 
Troiluses, all false women Cressidas, and all 
brokers between Pandars! say amen." 
III, ii, 11 199-207 
Here Shakespeare allows Pandarus to foreshadow the outcome of 
the intrigue by letting Pandarus speak the quoted lines. 
Realistically, Pandarus could not have explicitly implied 
that the constant men would be Troiluses and the false women, 
Cressidas. This is poor dramatic foreshadowing. Chaucer, too 
foreshadows the unfaithful outcome of the story, but he does 
so in his ovm person. 
The dramatic value of Shakespeare's "loose" plot con-
struction in which he mixes the love story with the camp 
scenes has been overlooked by many critics. Shakespeare's 
ability of combining the romantic with the war scenes entices 
suspense toward the Troilus-Cressida intrigue and more 
effectively touches reality. In life--love, labor, peace, and 
war--all constitute a part of a person's life. Each aspect I 
i 
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influences the others to some degree. Thus, Shakespeare very 
realistically shifts from love to war as the titular theme was 
II influenced by the occurrences of the wa.r. The entire piece of 
literature has the ease and careless grace of all masterpieces. 
It cannot be censured as "confused," "loose," "unfinished," 
"dangling," without immediately adding "but" £!:.."except." 
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CONCLUSION 
Chaucer and Shakespeare in their versions of the Troilus-
Cressida story have presented two great literary achievements . 
Although the plot is not ori~inal with either of them, the 
originality of treatment which both Chaucer and Shakespeare 
gave to their borrowed plots is not found in their sources . 
After all , it is not the finding of a plot which constitutes 
any author's originality; it is the use he makes of the plot 
77 
after it has been found which determines its greatness . 
Chaucer presented his version of the Troilus- Cressida 
story with great sympathy for the two lovers . He portrayed 
Cressida with such sympathy and sincerity that it is hard to 
accept her infidelity when it occurs . Troilus is depicted as 
the ideal medieval lover, who is noble and idealistic . 
Pandarus is the perfect friend, who is sincerely interested in 
the paramours' hap iness. Shakespeare , influenced by Chaucer's 
followers who debased the love story, made his Cressida a 
sensual creature, lacking many of the attributes becoming to a 
lady of refinement . Sha¥espeare's Troilus, like Cressida, is 
made sensual in nature, but unlike Cressida , is constant and 
truthful. The character of Pandarus is not individualized in 
Shakespeare; he is made a stereotyped comedy character who 
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shows little sincere interest in the love affair. 
Shakespeare's warriors, not elaborated upon by Chaucer, are for 
the most ·part too self-afflicted to be heroes. Only Ulysses 
exhibits any of the characteristics of a real hero. The Greek 
Thersites who is paralleled to Pandarus is a railing rascal. 
Critics who believe that Shakespeare wrote the drama out 
of his own bitterness, because of a personal disillusionment 
or for any other reason, assume that the whole character of 
the plays he wrote could be affected by his personal feelings. 
Actually, everything known about Shakespeare tends to prove 
that he did not use his own experiences as the chief sources 
of any of his plays. Most of his plays were built on stories 
or plays taken from other authors. It is a known fact that 
Shakespeare followed his sources carefully with little changes 
except for such incidentals as would enhance the interest of 
the play. Shakespeare probably expressed his own feelings in 
many ways as he wrote, but he did so only when they came in 
1 naturally. He did not alter characters or twist plots in 
order to exhibit his own feelings. Writing plays was 
Shakespeare's profession, and he seldom, if ever permitted his 
personal feelings to confuse his task as a dramatist. 
II Chaucer, unlike Shakespeare, expressed his own sympathetic 
-~ 
nature in his character portrayal of Cressida. Throughout the 
.I 
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poem, he does not hesitate to speak in his own person on any 
observation he may have wished to mak e known. This is a 
characteristic, however, which is common to early narrative 
poetry and to Chaucer's other works. 
The play , unlike the poem which ends tragically for both 
Troilus and Cressida (Troilus is killed and Cressida is left 
with the reminder of her ruined reputation and her disloyalty), 
does not adhere to poetic justice when it ends. It concludes 
realistically and less dramatically in leaving Troilus un-
harmed to face the future as a "jilted lover" and Cressida to 
continue her love life with her next victim, Diomedes. 
The two versions of the Troilus-Cressida story are not as 
different in form and style as they are in mood and character-
izations. Chaucer's dramatic narrative resembles much the 
Greek classic tragedy. It offers dramatic competition to 
Shakespeare's play. The five books in Chaucer's poem which 
suggest the five acts of drama, contain the conflict, turning 
point and climax characteristic of drama. Shakespeare's play 
is dramatic in form, but the dramatist has taken more freedom 
in his development of plot in this play 1han in .any of his other 
plays. His sub-plot, the Trojan-Greek war almost becomes 
his main plot . 
I 
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Since, Shakespeare's drama is more problematic than 
Chaucer's poem, except in the case of Chaucer's complex 
characterization of Cressida, it is generally less-read, less-
admired than Chaucer's version. Shakespeare's play is a study 
in realism as compared to Chaucer's idealistic treatment, but 
can be compared favorably to Chaucer's in its use of clear and 
picturesque imagery and its philosophic speeches. When 
comparing the two versions of the Troilus-Cressida story with 
each author's complete works, it is discovered that Chaucer 
reached the height of his powers with his Troilus. His poem is 
frequently recognized as the first great poem in English, with 
his mastery of the rime-royal stanza, his characteristic 
naturalness of dialogue, his understanding of incident and 
situation, and his sympathetic penetration into the emotions. 
Shakespeare's play, however, is considered the poorest 
developed of all his plays, as well as the most sensual of all 
his plays. Throughout the long and loose structure, the 
Latinized vocabulary, the abusive humor detract and tend to 
make Shakespeare's play on the whole less admired than 
Chaucer's poem. However, Chaucer's poem should not be the 
only one read while Shakespeare's is put away to be forgotten, 
for Shakespeare's play does have its merits and offers 
interesting, if not entertaining, reading. Even though it 
shifts from "the sublime to the ridiculous" with the 
characters of Ulysses and Thersites, it is "a searching 
analysis of a reflective criticism of life". 
j 
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ABSTRACT 
It is a well-known fact that both Chaucer and Shakespeare 
borrowed the plots for their Troilus-Cressida story. This 
fact, however, does not detract from the creative genius 
of the authors in question, since it is the originality 
that they gave to the treatment of the plot which makes 
their works true literary achievements. 
Chaucer's poem, Troilus and Criseyde, was based upon 
Boccaccio's ll Filostrato, wifu rome details from Benoit's 
Roman~ Troie and Guido's Historia Trojiana. The character 
most profoundly altered by Chaucer is Cressida, whom he treats 
with great sympathy. Boccaccio 1 s voluptuous and calculating 
Pandarus, cousin of Cressida, is changed by Chaucer into 
Cressida 1 s kind and congenial uncle. Boccaccio's Troilus 
is little altered by Chaucer. 
Shakespeare's ultimate s ource is believed to have been 
Caxton's ~ Recuyell of the Historyes of Troye; however, 
there is evidence that he was familiar with Lydgate's ~ 
Book. Shakespeare was also influenced in the writing or his 
play by the reputation which the story had acquired since 
Chaucer's time. The entire mood of Chaucer's sympathetic 
story had been changed by Shakespeare 1 s time ID a burlesque 
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with an over-abundance of sensuality . Shakespeare had little 
choice but to write his drama in the debased tone that the 
~lizabethans had associated with the story; however , the 
general treatment of his version is elevated when compared 
to what his predecessors- Henryson, Ske·lton, and hetstone-
had done to the story. 
Although it is believed t h at Shakespeare was familiar 
with Chaucer's poem , there is little indication within the 
action of the Troilus-Cressida love story that he used it as 
a source; for there is a difference in the plotting of the 
scenes and incidents. 
The preliminary action in Chaucer's Troilus and Criseyde 
that shows Troilus falling in love, and then revealing his 
love to Pandarus, is omitted in Shakespeare. The Troilus-
Cressida story commences in Shakespeare after Troilus has 
seen Cressida, has fallen in love with her and has told Pan-
darus of his love. The letters which are exchanged between 
the paramours in Chaucer are omitted in Shakespeare . In 
Chaucer's version, the first meeting between the lovers occurs at 
the house of Deiphobus, but not until after a complicated plan 
has been worked out. Shakespeare's ~irst meeting of the lovem 
occurs in Pandarus' orchard and terminates with Pandarus lead-
ing the lovers into a chamber . The chamber scene in Chaucer 
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does not occur until the lovers meet for a second time . This 
time the meetin~ is at Pandarus' house where Cressida is spen~ 
ing the evening because a rain storm has prevented her going 
home . 
In Shakespeare, Troilus is told of the exchange of Antemr 
II 
for Cressida the morning following the first chamber scene. II 
In Chaucer , the first account of the Antenor- Cressida exchange 
occurs sometime after the chamber scene . Chaucer's Cressida 
leaves Troilus, promising to return on the tenth day . 
Shak espeare's lovers part with Troilus' promising to bribe 
the Greek sentries in order to see her . Chaucer ' s Cressida 
does not keep her promise to return on the tenth day; 
instead , at sometime thereafter , she accepts Diomedes' 
affections . Troilus, having gone to Cassandra for an inter-
pretation of a dream, is assured of Cressida 1 s unfaithfulness . 
Further proof is brought with Diomedes' cloak on which is 
I. found the brooch which Troilus had given Cress ida, and which 
Cressida had in turn given to Diomedes . In the ensuin~ battle, 
Troilus fights Diomedes , but it is Achilles who is responsible 
for Troilus ' death. This completes the poem except for the 
II Epilog. Shalcespeare completes the action o.f his play by 
taking Troilus to the Grecian camp ; there he sees for hiMself 
Cressida 1 s surrender to Diomedes ' courting. Dur in~ the day's 
fighting , Achilles comes upon Hector while he is unarmed and 
orders one of his followers to kill him . Troilus attempts to 
revenge Hector 's death; however, the play ends with Troilus 
walking off the stage unharmed, leaving Pandarus to speak the 
Epilog, which ends the play. 
Besides the differences within the Troilus-Cressida story, , 
Shakespeare 's play differs from Chaucer's poem in that it I 
allows less space to the titular theme than to the rivalry and 
confused state of the Trojan and Greek forces. In Chaucer, 
the Trojans appear as the refined and cultivated knights . In 
contrast, Shakespeare portrays both the Trojans and Greeks 
within their camps as restless, bickering, lovesick, and 
self-important warriors, with the exception of the character 
of Ulysses , who appears to be the only hero . 
Chaucer's characterization of Cressida has been a matter 
of dispute for four centuries. The complexity of her charac-
terization lies in the conflict of the sympathetic and sincere 
Cressida that Chaucer depicts and the unfaithful Cressida that 
he portrays at the time of her acceptance of Diomedes. Many 
theories have been offered in explanation of this discordant 
element in Cressida 1 s character, but no one of them can be 
considered conclusive. The Courtly Love Canons, Troilus' 
jealous nature , Cressida's inability to make decisions for 
herself, Cressida's realistic approach to problems, thewar 
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which forced the lovers to part, and the time that elapses 
between Cressida•s leaving Troy and her acceptance of Diomedes 
must all be considered in the characterization of Chaucer's 
young widow. 
By Shakespeare's time Cressida was thought of as a 
sensuous woman who was unfaithful in love; because of the 
reputation which Cressida had acquired, Shakespeare was forced 
to characterize Cressida as such a woman. There are critics 
who contend that Shakespeare did not share the contempt which 
the Elizabethan public felt for Cressida; nevertheless, their 
arguments are not strong enough to prove that Shakespeare was 
sympathetic toward Cressida as was Chaucer. 
Cressida, in the play, is nothing more than a cunning, 
lustful coquette who knows how to enhance her lover's ardor 
through the use of the arts of coquetry. She is indeed 
constant in her role of a coquette throughout the play; thus 
her act of infidelity does not cause any great surprise. 
The two Troilus characters are much alike; both are 
constant, sincere and truthful in their loves for their 
Cressidas. They differ in the degree or their sensuality and 
the activity that they exhibit. Troilus, in Shakespeare, is 
more sensual, and less passive than Chaucer's Troilus. 
The same type of degradation occurs in the characteriza-
tion of Shakespeare's Pandarus when compared to Chaucer's. 
Chaucer's Pandarus is an individual who is a sincere and 
sympathetic friend to Troilus and Cressida. Shakespeare's 
Pandarus is not individualized; he is made a stereotyped 
comedy character who has little sincere interest in the love 
I affair. 
j, The Epilog of Chaucer 1 s poem is believed by many to be 
discordant since there is nothing that foreshadows the ending. 
Troilus' condemnation of all earthly joys, including love, as 
being nothing but "fals felicitee" comes as a surprise, since 
throughout the poem the idea is conveyed that nothing is 
better than happy love; there is no hint of the unworthiness 
or vanity of love which Troilus announces in his monolog. A 
possible explanation for Chaucer's quasi-retraction of the 
poem is that Chaucer is here apologizing for the Courtly Love 
element in his poem which may seem strange to his English 
readers. Since the ancient, pagan atmosphere that Chaucer 
created would have been looked upon with disdain by the 
churchmen, Chaucer may have felt the need to add a religious 
and moral ending to his tale in the form of an Epilog. 
Shakespeare's abrupt ending of his war story and his 
love story has been a problem which has concerned the critics 
also. The inconclusiveness of the play is thought by some to 
have been the result of a play that the dramatist intended to 
I 
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be a tragedy but never finished. · Others believe that the end-
ing is a subtle variation of the approved end for a dramatic 
satire. In this case, the satiric ending is attained by dis-
missing the protagonists with scornful laughter and mockery. 
Since most critics reject the satiric element in Shakespeare's 
play, this theory has been rejected for a more probable one--
that the inconclusive ending is the outcome of Shakespeare's 
realistic treatment of the story. Shakespeare wished to end 
the play realistically, leaving an impression of the futility 
and misery which comes from loving a worthless woman. 
Chaucer's narrative poem is written in the rime-royal 
stanza; Shakespeare's poem is written in blank verse and prose. 
Because Chaucer is the narrator, he is able to give his 
readers his own interpretation of the story, which he 
I 
accomplishes in such a graceful manner that it is barely dis-
earnable. Shakespeare, as an objective dramatist, seldom, if 
ever, makes his reader feel that he is giving his own opinion. 
Shakespeare loses himself in every character he portrays so 
well that his own identity disappears. 
Chaucer's narrative poem of Troilus and Criseyde resembles 
dramatic poem; the five books of the poem suggest the five 
I acts of modern drama. There are no definite scene divisions; 
~howev~r~t-would not 
r 
II 
be difficult to divide the episodes 
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into scenes. Chaucer's poem has been classified by critics 
as the middle ground ar~ist ically between the ancient Greek 
trag edy and the Shakespearian trag edy. 
Shakespeare's drama h as been criticized for its construc-
tion which places too much emphasis on the camp scenes. 
However, t h e intermixing of the two themes of love and war 
advances the theory that the pl ay is a realistic version of 
the Troilus-Cressida story . The love affair is so dependent 
upon the developments of the Greek a nd Trojan war that the 
mixture of t he two of t h em seem to enhance the realistic 
element in the drama. 
The p l ay find s compensation for its loose construction 
in its h i ghl y poetical passages, its sentiments, and the 
truth with which the characters are portrayed. Chaucer's 
characters are much more resp ectable and loveworthy than the 
correspondent personag es in Shakespeare. Readers who prefer 
sentiment and idealism to bitter truth prefer Chaucer's poem, 
a k indlier piece of work, to Shak espeare's play, a more 
real i stic and vigorous criticism of life. The i d eal 
approach, however, is to read both versions and thus g ain a 
fuller a ppreciation of t h e ind ividual merits of each of the 
two Troilus-Cressid a stories. 
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